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SUMMARY 

As  part of the work on automa;ion carried out by the Economic Commission 

"or Europe and its subsidiary bodies,  the ECE Steel  Committee in March I96I 

decided  to  review the position of automation in the  iron and steel   industry in 

various  countries.     The  report  was  undertaken  in response to a widely  felt need 

for  factual   information on   hhe  situation at  that  time  in  the mam  sectors of the 

iron  and  steel   industry of  several  steel-producing countries. 

Research on automation   is generally undertaken  in European countries on 
three  different  levels: 

- research in  the  st.^l   indu.-.try  it:,elf -,nd through the equipment makers; 

- research in national  research institutes; 

- research sponsored by  international organizations such as for instance 
the  High Authority. 

It   is  shown in  ' he  bibliographical part of this  report that publications 

dealing with automation  in  the   iron and steel  industry became noticeable  around 

I960;   in  this report more  than one hundred articles  published between i960 and 

1964 have been  reviewed   .n order to assess the progress in this field.     From this 

*    This  is a summary of the  paper issued under the  same title as  ID/WG.14/28 

-'   The document is presented as submitted, without re-editing. 
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total,  about  40 publications deal with automation in rolling mills,   30 publications 

deal with automation m the steelmaking plant,   10 publications with automation  of 

the ironmaking and  10 publications with automation of  iron ere preparation.    The 

greatest  development   in automation was  obviously  achieved in  rolling which is   the 

moist  adequati:   for   its  application  because  of the   periodicity  and  continuity of  the 

process.    Moreover  sensing devices:  are more easy to develop in this area and en- 

vironmental   conditions,  as  regards  neat  rind dust   are  not   so  severe. 

For the  departments of ironmaking and steelmaking,  equipment   is available   for 

many of the  computing and control   functions,  while  the  arduous conditions encoun- 

tered  in measvnng are  the reason   that  equipment   for   this purpose   is not available 

to the degree  of robustness and other accuracy desired.    Measurement of the con- 

ditions  ins j de  a blasi-furnaco   for   instance  remains  to  be very difficult,  and 

automatic w-ighing of raw materials  and of semi-products accurate  enough for pur- 

poses  of automation  still  requires  much  study.     There   is  a growing need  for quality 

control  equipment   for example  continuous  analysis  of solids,   liquids  and gases. 

Rapid   progress  is likely  to be  made b^th by  iron and steel works and by  the 

manufacturers of automation equipment under the  compulsive demand  for increased 

production efficiency which exists   in all  countries. 

It is fairly easy to assess the economic value of individual installations. 

However, many of the more complex systems of automation have been installed a-3 an 

inherent part of a programme of complete plant reconstruction. In such case3 it 

is much more difficult to estimate separately the gam due to automation. More- 

over many of the advantages realized tnrough automation are due to improved product 

quality, production scheduling and production co-ordination, which is not glwayr, 

easy to measure  in terms of cost/benefit  relations. 

Since  a main  feature of automation  is  its  g adual   introduction  into the  pro- 

duction process,   through adding consecutively sensing devices and  control equip- 

ment,   the resulting economic effects will  also  be  felt only in a gradual way.     Very 

often automation  projects are  considered in the   framework of an over-all research 

and development  programme which is not subject  to the normal economic criteria  for 

assessing their effectiveness,  since long range objectives have to be taken into 

consideration. 
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One of these long-range objectives of automation is the s'eaiv i ' 
ix. -,     . . ù.,eaay improvement of 
law productivity „hieh „m be achlfved _ly throufh m «f 

efficiency (for instance reduced ,„„«.,   lmprov,d ^^   ^   .^ • 

rather than through a reduction or •Po»cr.     Although  ,„.. nuBher of „„.„^^       . 
arduous  iobs d lminll,h,   Mtomltion 1(.adc  to  an incr_d neod   ror - - 

and  to  the need of developing r.uch higher  skills. 

In the iron and steel  industry   the hixrrv>~ +   • 
HM<«       ^    - begebt  savings   in  manpower come   from  plant 
design  modifications  such as  incr-asmf + h-   S^P „<• r 
Bm. .       ln 

g "h     S1Ze C    anaces,  rr.:ll,  and  handling 
ulpme„t, an siting in , hl,.hor proJuctlon ratc.   Thi;! J 

«he degree or mechanization calls t„ more   reUaMp ^^   ^^   ^       ^ 

^eater safety of the operation,  preveilUon of 0„t   „ ^      ^ 

th    production schedule,   or closer contro!   or the o^Hty of ,h„ p„d„,!t.     ^ 

automation permits to take to a greater extent  advantage of the oauit,! 
in the  iron and steel   industry. '       '   lnVC"!t"•"> 

Once the production processes or making,   shaping and  treaty steel  „HI   „.„ 

=0*. under closer contro!, great advantage  of automation can he expected  from co- 

ronation of the different production units and from optimization of the  produc- 

IelrS,Ä aCCOrdlnê t0 tne ra" "!'terial =itUall0n "4 thf' ~ Roture «* 

In order to reach this goal a» even closer  rolaionship has to be established 

etween  the steel industry experts,  „ho know the  retirements for advanced   techno- 

ogy and the instrument  experts, „ho know the  possibilities „f tho 

Comon research projects are currently undertaken to this  effect. 

The structure of thiq  ronnnt  - -.  ~~  -r  TI 
„,,    t A    , 

P " '"   1S  f°u°*«>-    *" introductory chapter and a 
chapter    dealing „i th the genera! aspect  of the application of automation to   the 

iron an    steel industry,   lead to the description of the state of automation   in   1,64 

the  following secors:     coke manufacture  and  ironing,   stocking,   rolling „f 

.«-ffished steel,   pl.tes and sections;  wide strip miUs,   md othor op_Uons ¡n 

ro    and steel making.     These five descriptive chapters are   followed by . chapter 

ea ing with the- economic and social effects  of automation.     A last chapter summar- 

».    he onerai conclusions.     Bibliographical  references,   on which the repo-t   is 
largely based,  are given  in an annex. 
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Prefatory Nota 

Ai part of  the work on automation carried out by  the Economic Commission for Europe 

its  subsidiary bodies,   the  ECE  Steel  Committee  in f.iarch   1961  decided to  review the 

position of automation in the   iron  and   steel  industry   in  various countries.       The report 

iras undertaken   in responso   to  «   widely   t'olt need   for   factual   information on  the  current 

situation and  degree  of automation   in  the  iiiain sectors  of   the   iron and   steel   industry 

of  several   steel-producing countries. 

The  report   was  discussed   by   the   ¡id   hoc Meeting  of  Experts  on Automation   in  the   iron 

and Steel   Industry,   established  by   tin- Steel  C omni t tec-.        The Chairman  of  the Meeting, 

Mr.  A.U.   Leckio,   acted  as Rapporteur   ami  conducted  the   ew.juiry   with  the   assistance  of 

the Secretariat   ard  on  the   basis   of   information made   available   by (¡overnjaeuts. 

The  report   reviews   the   general   aspects of   the   application  of  automation  and 

computers   in   the   iron  and  steel   industry   and gives   examples  ot   automation  in  the 

individual  stages  of  the iron-  and  stoel-moking process:     coke manufacture  and  iron- 

making,   stc.el-;:nikmg,   the rolling   of  semi-finished   steel,   plates  and   sections  and of 

wide-strip,   and   other  operations   in  iron-  and  steel-making.       The  report  further  reviews 

the economic  and   social  effects  of  automation;     recent   bibliographical   references  ore 

to  be found  in  the annex. 

üt  its  thirty-second session,   in  September  1964,   the  Steel  Committee decided  that 

the report  should be published  for  general  distribution.       The  final  text  of this Report 

has been prepared in accordance  with normal practice  on   the  sole  responsibility of the 

Secretariat. 
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CHAPTER  I 

INTBODUCTION 

At  ils  twenty-fifth jesrùon,   iti liarch  196i,   ti;«.« Stesi Coisnittee requested   th-» ad 

hoc  kteotinp  of Exports or.   .i vor.iiti JP   in the   Im and  Steel   industry  to propare an 

account  oí   the  extent  of  ¡Htto,i-ti ¡n  urh'cv.'d   in diffère i„   countries.       Countries wer« 

invited  to prepar*   unioni-1     e;.irt.;   t<   be  " msidjr'd  by   the  experts,   and   to  meke 

ri-. oina«ndation.;   í e ••   i'urt.h.T   'vork   i iu'¡ ml,'17,   ¡T¡ia;)3,   a more   int-mfive  study of  xha 

automation  o1   pa/t icuJ^r  pt o -care* . 

in  reapon.-..-   ¿e       ri"]uf. t   l'r <',  the Excutvvt,-  Secretary of the  lîconomi"  Commission 

l'or  Kurope,   replies  vi re   n-r., ived   from  f\t't«en  "oiintr i es  and   from   th.    European Coul  and 

St -ei   Cor inuni t\ .       Of   Mies.;   r»p;ie.s,   twelve  cor.tuiiied   specific   inforuation,   the remainder 

beiii^  statements   to   the   .-<if». oí   t.liüi    '„he  countrie.s   concerned   hnd not  made   sufficient 

progress   with  untoruttion   • ,,   perii*   the  cont/ibui HIM   < !'   1 nfornatten, >t   Mie  rtouest 

oí   the  Secretarmi ,   Mr     ,..11.   Loen»».   (l'niL.->J   Kinpco.n)  Chairman of  the   fid   hoc  VeetMig of 

Expert*,   Ivnlly  agreed   to   uc*   ¡is   Rapportar,   nnH   a   nrc limi nary  report   summar i zin;»  the 

position  ut   *,h.-   tn,i     *i;,  presorted   I)  tin;   twfii'.,--- • ; phMi  s .-"is i on N"   the  .Steel  Committee, 

in  ."eptembei    l'.'tV.        At   this   and   11)»'   t,#. ',ty-ni nM    . 11 '   th.rtieth   Cessions,    in  th.' 

•";il!cwinf; year,   (iovrnrren   s   wr     .isVwi   <o •   i'uri/.ier   J nt'oi r.>c+. 1 on or;   the  development   of 

automation   in  th.»   ir<'ii-and   s.  >. ¡-works  .1!'   ;ne  various   »ou^tricH- 

At   i.,s   thirtv-J'i rst   s •sjin,,/    in  :,ar(ri   1'JM-    the   St«. I   f uinuiitte.;  reviewed  briefly 

the  matetici   pro-ided   I,»    f. y.•iwiit."   »•   well   a.,     he   -..ork  nein»;  "arri.d  out   for  the 

preparation of  1  now  reo.it  m>  allietatimi  in  the   lt-ui   .md  steel   industry.        ilie Committee 

expressed   the  hop«»   thn I   ; he   a«!  1 oc   Meeting  of  Kxpe/t.-,   or  Antomation   1:1  the   Iron  aad 

Stool   Industry » "il H   :it   it.,   ne:it   .-•'»«•31011,   m September J 964.   examine  ill  relevant 

lnformtttion   and   proposais  T•..>"«.i ved   as  weil   as   the   now report  on automation   in the   iron 

und   steei   industry. It  war   uiu.--r.tond  that   th »   net"   report   would   include   all  recent 

information  male  available   to   '.he  in-retar int  by   Gnvcrriaen*« since   t;,e  presentation  to 

the  Steel   Committee   111  Jl.)h2    >f  1    restricted  preliminary  report   on   the  same   subject 

Subsequent   to  the presentation  of the preliminary  report,,   tdie  secretariat received 

relevant  information  f. au   twelve countries  (Austria,   Czechoslovakia,   the  Pederfl Republic 

of Germany,   France,   Hunga./,   It. ly,   Remania,   Sweden,   Turkey,   the  Ukrainian  3SIÌ,   the 

i'nion of Soviet   Socialist  Pepnbl M-;S  and   the Uni+ed   Kingdom),   of  which two  countries 

(Romania and  the  USSR) provided also  bibliographe CJ]   i.iateriel.       Further replies 

(received  from Helgium,  Demnurk,  ."it. I and,   Ireland;   the Netherlands,   Norway and Spain), 

stated that   th» responding Governments had no now information to submit or observation 

to make. 



Th« präsent reject has been prepared by the Chairman and Rapporteur of the ad hoc 

Meviing of Experts on Automation in the  Iron and  Steel   Industry,   with the help of the 

Secretariat.       Thi s report  injiuJej  joih th*.  i-eievu.t; t parts of the preliminary  report 

an'  ail  i^ef information  ¿nomitted by Governments.       Whe-evr>r uecefsary,   such  in l'ormati on 

hai ')cen ra.iaforjsà 0/ •< hut  iu ycr.ie oí   tht   more   important papers und articles,   published 

recently in VE>-íOU* corn "..r i.« e. 

i-eailv   all   *,>.o  information available   is   technical.       Soft*.   t:ice rau?t  elaprQ  l>»''ore 

any  '.-aliati» «li-s a.«•*;•.•,? 1     rw ;• •> awlo* of the  economic   effect 0* a», tornati on,   al thou;!!, a few 

fiCi.Vwii.ea   have pro-id".t   : nlci:i,ation us   indicati.'!  in enapter Vili  end  soia»  estimât.-«; can 

L# made. 

Another difficulty   facing  the Secretariat  and  Rapporteur  in preparing a repon, is 

Milt  technical progress  in  automation  is very  rapid  at present,   and  it  is  not possible t« 

¿h.;ur« that  informatici  i .¡  up-to-date by  tno time   it reuchos the reader.        Tt   should be 

utuiir stood  that  the contents  of  this  report,  apply  to  the  time uf writ nip  (1464 I  and that 

<.<<u*id3r''.ble   iiv.ii'ccs- m'y be   n.d.) botwoer.  thai,  time  and   the time of appearance  of  the 

Viniort, 

D«finitian of autorcation 

One difiiculiy oncounteroi hy  all   student,* of this  subject  is the definition i.f 

what ftethol3 of opération  should be  included   in the  term "e.u tornati on".       In an earlier 

iiuV, report  on tri!   er orioni-   amplications  of automation  in gsneral,   three   «tages  wer o 

distingui snt'd: 

(a) the irechanizutio;! of productive prccossts  or parts thereof,   of  links  between 

processes  and of   t.ho s¿ablest assembly operations,   so that the work ic done mechanically 

'/i^liout c'irec +  physical   cfiort   or.  *he  pt,rt   of  the  operatives; 

(b) fcho automatic   eo.icroi.   regulation and direction of productive processer er 

parts thurjof; 

(c) the uso of rn^h-speed calculating machines  (especially electronic computers) 

fer artomatic  control,   regulation and direction and  for collecting and processing 

Informático. 

ProM<ï«a of definition are dircuasod  in a contribution received from the High 

Authority   >t   the EC SC.       This  quoted simple example* of  several kinds of automation,  *.g 

(a)    those following & ri^id programme e.g.   automatic record changing for 

ft .-¿»phones,   .-and washing (bachi nee; 
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(b) those ad justing themselves according io tu« rssult of the opération.      IB 

thi» category fall» what is probably the first example of autonatioo - the governor of 

a steam engine  invented by James Watt at the end of the  eighteenth century.       Other 

•xampLes ore thermostatic  control of  domestic  heating  svstens and automatic volume 

control in redio  sets. 

(c) automatic operation of several processes  in  sequence,  e.g.   transfer machines 

in automobile engineering and  the chain of   chemical processes in an oil refinery. 

It  will be  noted   that  these  three  types of   automation  quoted  in the EC3C contributions 

do not include simple mechanization. 

A contribution  from   Italy  solves the problem in terms of the Bright Scale   which 

lists on a scale  all  types of  operation from the simplest hand operation without tools 

(scale 1)  to advanced anticipatory action and control   (scale  17).       The  suggestion is 

that only operations on  seal«   12 or  above can be regarded as true  automation. 

The simplest definition would appear to be  that an automated,   as distinct  from a 

purely mechanized,  process is  one where certain decisions are made without human agency, 

e.g.  decisions on how far to open a vulve according to a temperature or pressure rsading, 

decisions on the  screwdown of  a rolling-mill  according to the temperature of the  stetl 
offered to  it,  and so on. 

However,  it is proposed that this stage of  the study should not spend too much time 

on problems of definition,   and should not exclude study  of installations of interest 

which may be on  the borderline  of true automation.       The  information submitted by the 

rarious countries  reveals considerable variation of opinion on whr.t  is worthy of quoting 

as  examples.      Some countries  include  installations of  ordinary indicating and recording 
meters. 

In some of the national  reports  it was not always  clear whether exonrples  of  automation 

quoted referred  to  equipment  actually  m operation,   or   to  equipment planned  for  the future. 

There ore not many  installerons incorporating extended  use of high-speed computers 

throughout the chain of processes.       at present    such computers are  used  in  n   few isolated 

locations on what  is essentially n full-scale  experiment. However,   it  is  clear that 

most of the major  iron- and steel-making countries are avare of the wide field there is 

for  integrated automation and are making plans for it. 
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At present,  the trend in the principal iron- and steel-making countries is for 

full autonation where this can be carried out simply and reliably,   using well-tried 

electronic or fluid-actueted control systems.      Automatic control of hot-blast temperature 

and blast humidity in blast-furnaces,  cutomatic draught control (based on furnace 

chamber pressure)  for open-hearth melting furnaces and soaking pits,  automatic gas 

pressure regulation and control of fuel/air mixing rates are widely used.      The same 

applies to speed control  in continuous mills.      Other types of automation such as 

automatic gauge control  in wide-sheet mills and automatic roof temperature control in 

open-hearth furnaces are rapidly coming into use. 

1 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE APPLICATION OF AUTOMATION 
OR COMPUTERS TO THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

In a fully automated works,  the customers'   orders would be processed by a 

computer which would then assemble  them into a works schedule which would allow for 

optimum operation of the plant.      Each part of the plant would have its own control 

system receiving instructions from the central  computer,  and signals of all the 

important variables at each stage would be fed back into the system to enable any 

deviations from the programme instructions to be dealt with. 

Although such a system is not yet operating anywhere,   a number of works are 

planning 3uch a system of  control.      For instance,   the system applied to the plate 

mill in Oxelosunds,   Sweden,   referred to  in Chapter V,   is of this kind,   and 

according to the latest information received from the Swedish Government,   this 

experience has caused some other Swedish works  to use computers for the planning 

of their production in the  same way. 

In Austria,   the  *lloy steelworks of Schoeller Bleckmann will feed details of 

each incoming order into  a  computer,  which will  schedule the order and  estimate the 
(1)* 

delivery d»t«. One  group of  steelmakers in Italy is reported to have  ten 

electronic computers  in use  for commercial and  scientific purposes.       Three more 

computers are to be  installed for the  same purpose  and another is intended for 

controlling the operation of a reversing  sheet  mill.      A process  control  system 

using a computer is being  planned for the S.K.F.  Hofors Werks in Sweden.       The  wide 

use of data-logging  linked to  computers in the Japanese  steel industry has already 

been noted in a rpport from a delegation from the United Kingdom which visited Japan 

in 1963.      The Pittsburgh Steel Company in the  United States will be  scheduling its 
(2) 

operations in the  same  way. 

According to information from the United Kingdom,   considerable attention is 

being given by the  iron and steel  industry to   the  installation of mechanized data 

collection systems to  replace handwritten documents for collection of process 

information.       So far,   there are at least two  installations of data collection 

equipment in operation.       These  employ push buttons for information input  into the 

system,   multi-point  uniselectors for temporary storage and co-ordination of the 

information,   and punched tape or carde for permanent  storage with electric typewriters 

* 
Figures in parentheses refer to the bibliography,   reproduced in the annex. 
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for print-out.       One of these installations is at a section mill where  about twenty 

items of data such as date and time,   cast number,   order number,   bloom size,   weight 

and quality,   section to be rolled,   number of  sections rolled,   section  lengths,   etc., 

are  co-ordinated and printed out on electric typewriters.      The  information emanate-, 

from several stations,   ranging from the point of arrival of the  billets to the 

position of  stacking  of the finished sections.       The other installation provides 

centralized recording of the order number of  the material  being- processed and the 

working and idle  time  of twelve different  items of plant throughout   the  works, 

including a tandem mill,   temper mills,   cleaning lines,   slitting machines,  and 

straightening machines,   etc.       Idle time is  capable  of being coded under ten 

headings and the  collated information is recorded on punched tape  and  cards and 
printed out. 

One of the most ambitious integrated automation systems is that  at the Spencer 

Works of Richard Thomas + Baldwins Limited in the united Kingdom.       As  each order is 

received from the  customer,   the  details are  fed into a computer which   calculates the 

tonnage of  steel  required at  each stage according to  normal yields.       Orders from 

each customer are  then grouped according  to   specification,   delivery date,   and so on, 

to  establish the   schedule  of   steeluiaking.       This information is led to   a secoad 

computer which controls the ingot and slabbing operations,   and this  in  turn feeds into 

third computer which passes appropriate instructions regarding the  final  rollins 
(3)   (4) 

programme. Some  time  is likely to   elapse  before thi.-.  integrated system is 

working fully,   but  it may be assumed that the United Kingdom steel  industry will aim 

at the operai.-,, of this kind of  comprehensive  system at most of  the  modern works. 

So far,  there are at least ten digital  computers and one analog  coraputor in 

service in the United Kingdom carrying out on-line process control.       Two further 

units are being used  experimentally and another two  are  on order.       About twenty-six 

computers are in use for office work such as pay-roll  calculations,   invoicing,   stock 
control and so on. 

The function of planning steelworks production,   scheduling in detail individual 

processes and collecting progress information from them,   is a vital operation, 

especially in an integrated steelworks.      The object of this function is to match 

customer requirements with plant capacities and operating criteria so that a high level 

of over-all efficiency can be maintained.      iiuch attention has been centred on the 
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study of this function since its success or failure can considerably affect a 

company's profit and loss account.       It has been shown that digital computers can 

be programmed to determine production schedules,  etc.,   in an efficient,   predictable, 

consistent manner by taking into   consideration a wide  variety of   criteria and 

constraints and  oy treating works as a  single multi-stage process   rather than a 

number of individua]   processes.       Custoirsrs'   orders are fed into  a  computer,   are 

processed according  to   .rpecif .¡.ad   ru.1*;?,   mid production î-chedules  are   calculated. 

Computer  systems  arc  on order for throe   steeJ   plants for this type  of production 

planning work,   and in addition design  studies have been completed  for three more 

installations of  "this typo. 

The problems of  cormum cation,  timing and co-ordination of the  information 

arising when the  production schedules are  implemented,   can be dealt  with by the use 

cf  satellite  computers  linked to   ¿.he production processes and communicating with 

the memory  system of tha  central  production  scheduling   computer.        The   satellite 

computers  can be  programmed to instruct  a   section of  a works by means of tele- 

printers,   displays or direct  control of  on-line  computers and can  assimilate progresr 

information derived from push buttons,   digitized weighbridges,   trip  switches, 

automatic  length-me;«suri'ig  devices,   etc.       This progress information will be used 

(a)  to follow the progress of material through the works,  thus enabling the display 

o?  schedule  instructions to bo  correctly timed,   ard  (b)   as feed-back  information for 

the production   scheduling  function.       An advantage of  this  system  is that  schedule 

changes^,   however    caused,   can be   rapidly  communicated tc the relevant parts of   the 

works and considerable  re-scheduling  can be effected in a short time.       It is  clear 

that the  maximum  speed of response  will only be achieved if the various  computers in 

such a system,   i.e.  the  central   scheduling  computer and the  satellite computers, 

which may number up  lo  six in an  integrated steelworks,   can directly inter- 

communicate  information. 

One practical method of achieving  such a  communication 3ystem involves  the use 

of a large  random access storo to  which evsry computer in the  system has access. 

Such a store then becomes an electronic clearing house for schedule details being 

passed from the  central machine to the satellite computers,   for progress information 

passed in th3  reverse direction,   and for co-ordination signals nassed between the 

satellite computers.      An integrated data processing and information handling system 

of this nature has been designed for a large integrated steelworks and will be 

installed. 
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Although the x-'¿marks on information handling and production planning have been 

taken largely from the United Kingdom report,   it is known that similar methods of 

planning by means of computers are in use in other countries. 

Works'   central   services 

In modem  integrated works there  must be  many automatic controls to preserve 

sale operating   conditions.       This point is mentioned in the  report from Yugoslavia, 

ranging from automatic control of vtter  leve]   in boilers,   to  regulators which prevont 

eccessive  speed  in turbo-generators when the   load is  reduced. ¡any works  hav? 

central fuel  control  systems by which the  distribution of  coke-oven gas,   blast-furnace 

gas,   and other  fuels to the  various  coneuming  departments is organized.       For the 

most essential   services,   such as the   cooling  water  supply to  blast-furnace  tuyeres 

and coolers,   an  emergency water supply  which automatically  comes   into operation if the 

main circulate ve   syste;n Tails,   is  desiralle. 

There  is  scope for a  considerable  de-ree  of automation in the  railway system 

servicing a large   steelworks and one of  the ne-.» marshalling yards built to  serve a 

large  strip mill plant in the United Kingdom is an example.       Information on how an 

arriving train  is to b*  split up  by means of    'hump"  shunting is recorded on punched 

tapa which operates the  rail   switches and rail  brakes automatically.       The  available 

capacity in the   sidings is  signalled into  a  computer which takes  capacity into 

account when programming the fiov- of w{iteons. 

Research on automation 

The iron and   steel industry of many countries  is devoting an important proportion 

of their research budget for research on automation,       The  information provided by 

Czechoslovakia  mentions work being  done   in that  country on measuring  instrument. 

Of   particular  interest are:      (a)   instruments  for temperature measurement  at  the 

perimeter and  in the   cross   section of  the  throat of  a blast-furnace,   (used  to   regulate 

charging)  and a   system for measuring  the pressure  change between tuyeres and throat 

and tuyeres and hearth.       The  Iron and  Steel Research Institute has been making a 

special  study of  torsion recorders and electromagnetic tensioneters operating on the 

principle of the Wiedemann effect.       This equipment  lias been used for pressure 

measurement  in   rolling mills .and   ir  crane  and platform weighing machues. 

In the USSR, there is a Central Laboratory- for Automation much ol which is 

devoted to problems of the iron and steel industry. In the United Kingdom the 

industry» s centre!  research association has departments dealing both with the 
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fundamental physics of automation,   and th« application of computers to th« industry. 

In addition to this the major steel companies have parts of their own research 

laboratories devoted to the study of automation.      The  same applies in the United 

States of America where,  for example,  the  large  central  research laboratories of 

the United States Steel Corporation at ilonroeville,  Pennsylvania,   has an electro- 

mechanical engineering building devoted to  research on    instruments,   automatic 

control  systems and computers.       This department also offers a  consulting and 

development  service to  the Company's steel plants.      The European Coal and Steel 

Community has set aside a considerable  sum of money for central research on automation, 

to be allocated on recommendation of  its technical research  committee to projects a* 

they arise. 

Apart  from the above-mentioned research by the steel industry itself,   the 

companies who  supply equipment  such as measuring  instruments,   automatic  control 

systems and computers,   undertake  a  considerable  amount of research work themselves. 

Bibliography 

World scientific  literature is well provided with papers on automation and th« 

references in this report are only a small selection of references included for 

illustrative purposes.      Some of the information received from Governments,  notably 

from the Federal Republic of Germany,  Romania and the USSR,contained references to 

papers on automation in the iron and steel industry. 

The following chapters summarize information received from Governments relating 

to  specific sections of the iron and steel industry,   supplemented by relevant 

information from published literature. 
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CHAPTER III 

COKE MANUFACTURE AND  IRONkVlKING 

The manufacture of metallurgical coke at present does not lend itself to true 

automation, and modern ovens exemplify advanced mechanization rather than true 

automation.    These developments are  mainly devoted to remote  control  of the operations 

from control desks.     There are  various devices  for alignment  of pusher and coke guide 

during pushing;     one  involving the  use of  cobalt  or caesium  isotope transmitting fro» 

one  side  of the  oven to the other.     Automatic quenching  is  standard practice.    By- 

product plants are,  of  course,  very  suitable for the types of automatic  control  common 

in chemical plants but  these developments are  outside the scope of the present note. 

In the United Kingdom, combustion air and fuel gas pressures, temperature» and 

flows are  centrally monitored and local automatic controls applied to maintain flows 

for desired combustion conditions.    A summary of the position in the United Kingdom 

coking industry was given at the  International Seminar on Automatic Control in the 

Iron and Steel  Industry held in Brussels  in 1962.^ 

In the USSR,  research work is being carried out on the automatic control of the 

pushing and thermal  cycles of coke-oven batteries on the basis of digital technique. 

Experimental installations are  being used for automatic  regulation of heat supply for 

heating coke-oven batteries,  in which consumption of heating gases is maintained at 

the desired level by  control of temperature, moisture content and calorific value of 
the gas. 

Coke quality is not so critically dependent on process conditions as to make nor« 

precise control  of the process a strong requirement, but it is much influenced by coal 

quality.    However,  th. quantitative relationship between the two is not sufficiently 

well defined yet to allow coke quality to be automatically controlled directly from th« 

measurable physical and chemical properties of the coal.    This matter is receiving SOM 

attention. 

Considerable advances have been made in th« mechanical handling of the feed 

materials,  including centralized control of coal blending, crushing and conveying, cok* 

screening and the flow of by-product matsrials.    In the United Kingdom ths Murtón plant 

of th« National Coal Board is a notable example of advanced coke-ov«n materials hand! in« 

which has resulted in much improved working conditions and som« 50 per cent reduction if 

•»«»power requirements - both important features at a type of plant which had previously 
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offered unattractive working conditions and so become increasingly difficult to man. 

There is 3till scope for improvement by more remote  control of  charge hole  lids, door 

cleaning,  coke car and pusher positioning,   etc., and these matters are receiving 

attention. 

The information from Yugoslavia and Turkey quotes automatic   regulation  of the gas 

used for firing,   and of the pressure of the raw gas.     The main variables in the by- 

product plant» are also under automatic  control. 

Contributions from other- countries make only brief mention   of coke-ovens but modern 

coke-oven practice is almost  et andar di zed in the principal iron  and steel manufacturing 

countries of the world and it may be assumed that most installations are provided vith 

the  equipment mentioned above. 

Iron-ore mining and preperation 

In the United Kingdom,  the local iron ore deposits are usually of very variabile 

composition and of low iron content, and careful blending of the  ore extracted from 

the  working faces  of the mine  or quarry is necessary  to secure  a  uniform burden. 

This  is commonly dono by ore-bedding installations,   but ons company is using a digital 

computer to work  out an optimum programme  of digging  ore in open-cast mines   so that a 

specified quantity and blend  of feed material  is achieved from  sites giving  varying 

ore  analysis. In modern plants the transportation  of ore a.nd  coke from  stock- 

yards to crushers  and hoppers   is fully mechanized by   conveyor belts which are  centrally 

controlled.    Coke  and ore are   dispensed from a row  of  bunkers  on   be conveyor belts to 

give the sinter mix.    The proportioning of  the mixed  constituents   is controlled by 

gates,  feeder tables and regulating belt  feeders.    The degree  of   control varies from 

works to works .     In the most  advanced cases the rate   of flow of   individual  mixed 

components  is maintained at a  pre-set level  by individual regulating belt f ecdero and 

provision is also made to alter the total  feed rate  whilst maintaining the  proportion 

of  each constituent unchanged.,     In other works,  only  the total   ore,  coke and limestone 

are  automatically controlled.     The proportion of returned fines   added, i.e.   the 

circulating load  is automatically controlled at some   works.    The  material  feed rates 

are  commonly measured using belt weighers.     At most  works the primary processing con- 

ditions at the  sinter strand  are measured and recorded.    These   include material feed 

rates, water addition,  wind-box suctions,   strand speeds, hood temperatures  and sinter 

quantity.    The  flow rates and pressures  of the fuel   and air for   combustion  are measured 

and automatically controlled  at pre-set  levels which  are set manually. 
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In Belgium,  there has been a considerable amount of research done on the automatic 

control of sinter plants aided by financial support from the European Coal and Steel 

Community.    The application of X-ray fluorescence to the analysis and control of the 

raw materials has  been studied>a)    The  use of  electrical conductivity measurements to 

control the humidity of the  sinter mix has  been studied.(6b)    The use of a flame  front 

measurement to control  sinter plants has ulso been described in the  literature from 

that  country.    The British Iron and Steel Research Association is working on continuous 

monitoring of iron ore and sinter composition. 

The contributions from France,   Italy and Yugoslavia refer to the measurement of 

temperature and analysis of gas at ore preparation and sinter plants.    Regulation of 

the strand speed,  permeability and moisture content of  the mixture is the  subject of 

continuing research.    International  literature  contains some references to devices 

which aid the application of automation to  sintering plants.     There have been a number 

of references to raw materials  control.    Apparatus for the determination of the humidity 

content of  sinter mix has been described in a Viest German paper.(7)    An American firm 

has described how a digital computer can control process data including instantaneous 

X-ray analysis of raw materials and of the final product.(8)    An electronic method of 

belt weighing for blending by weight has been developed by a United Kingdom firm.(9) 

Papers from the USSR have described an electronic metal  detector for removing metal from 

material on its way to the crushers,(10'  automatic control of  strand speed based on the 

temperature difference between  the Wo last windboxes(l1 ) means for controlling sinter 

quality by magneto-metric estimation of the ferrous oxide content of  sinter*12* and 

control of return fines temperature.(l3)    The Ukrainian SSR reports that the intro- 

duction of automatic proportioning systems leads to a greater uniformity of the sinter 

produced and, consequently, to an increaso in blast-furnace output by 1 to 2 per cent. 

Blast-furnace plants 

A considerable amount of information on the automation of blast-furnace plants 

has come forward in the national reports.    These are referred to in the following 

paragraphs dealing with the different aspects of blast-furnace operation. 

Automatic charging is referred to by several countries, notably the USSR, Prance, 

Western Germany and the United Kingdom.   A report from the Government of Prance has 

provided a description of the automatic charging system applied to the blast-furnaces 

at the works of USWOR at Dunkirk.    These furnaces are belt charged,    A computer stores 
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the charging programa«, which is adjusted according to information of the basic 

characteristics of the plant and of the charge materials which is fed into the computer. 

Material is withdrawn from each storage bin according to the control  exercised by the 

computer, and information on the materials  charged and time of charging is printed out. 

By this method a single operator in the control room is provided with a continuous 

picture ot the position at any part of the  installation,  and the actual charging point 

at the top of the furnace  is visible or a television screen.    A similar installation is 

provided at the USINOR plant at Louvrcil. *14* 

At new furnaces in Italy and in the United Kingdom,  coke and sinter are 

automatically dispensed by belt weighers and hoppers into charging skips, according to 

desired quantities and a  charging sequence which is manually pre-set.    Addition of  ore 

and other ingredients is made via the  scale  car to  the  skip and is under .,.*n.,ni   roukvol . 

The whole sequence of charging operations  is automatic,   i.e.  sending up and tipping the 

skips and the  complete operations of the bells,  including rotating the small bell  to 

produce a definite  stock distribution and dumping  of both small  and larger bells. 

The quantities of materials  charged are  often recorded automatically.     It is  reported 

from Turkey that there is a blast-furnace  in Karabuk which has automatic charging and 

stove-changing together with automatic  regulation  of the air and humidity admitted to 

the furnace and automatic  regulation of the temperature  at the top of the stoves.     The new 

blast-furnace plant  in the United Kingdom  i.e. that  of Spencer Works  of Richard Thomas ft 

Baldwins Limited,   includes  devices for presetting the various weights  of material  charged 

to the blast-furnace scale  car.    Àt this works, blast-furnace  slag sold for processing 

is automatically weighed and tne weights automatically recorded/15' 

Experiments are going on at the Royal Dutch Blast Furnaces and Steelworks at 

Ijauiden to measure a mass  of  information which will  be  fed into a data logger and 

computer.    The objectives are  control  of the burden,   control of  the heat balance,  and 

control of the gas distribution  in shaft and hearth.     It  is hoped to  discover eventually 

what is the minimum amount  of  essential data which need be displayed to the  operators. 

Some interesting measurements will be attempted,  viz.  moisture  content of the coke by 

neutron bombardment, dust content of the top gas by an optical measurement,  top gas 

analysis by gas  chromatography  and tuyere temperature by a two-colour pyrometer. 

The Federal Republic  of Germany has drawn the attention of the Steel Committee to 

an article by Vf.  Liesegang in Stahl und Eisen.      '    This  sets out the advantages of 

automation of blast-furnace plants in terms of decreased raw material  inputs. 
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In Ciechoslorakia, device* for eeeeuring ih« rolus* ud the pressure of th« blast 

at each layer-»  hare  leer, ¿e/elcpeu.    An  automatic bl*.*-l~\w**9* »vCrWf.ii,f>  syst en has 

also been reported on.    Great  importance   is being at^W to research on ti:* mathematical 

description of   blast-furnace  processes.     A measurement   centre,  capable  of maeurmp 

fifty parameters,   has already  been  developed,   ami work   is  now in  progress on  a monitoring 

syateu for about   500  technical  parameters  in the blast-i'irnece luocr.-.ss. 

The Govsrn.nent   of Rom^c provided   a brief  description  of «   rompr-.-sed air  drivo 

system for operatiug   the furnace   belli,   claimed to give easy maintenant,   and  t0 

facilitate tue  operation of   the  automatic   charging system,   at  Hie   Res ita and Hiuiodoa-a 
Works. 

Blast-furnace production automation  in the Ukrainian SSR is proceeding along three 

main linea, as  follows:    (a)  automatic control   of smelting,     fb)  automation of  «uxilmy 

procesaos and operations;     (c)  automation of  operation»,  involved  in  switchboard control 

of blast-furnace production. 

In  the Dzerzhinsky works,   a  Si-i-2 computer  has been installed to  control  the  smelting 

procos»  in accordance with a  pre-set programme.    The   installation  of an automatic 

casting   system at  the   same works   lias resulted  in an   increa.se  by  lu   ,.er  cent  in   the 

castiug  output.     -..ork  i.«  in  progress on  the  development of   an automatic   system   for 

regulating the  distribution   of  air and natural   »as to   the   tryores .     „t   the Knirinunarsk 

works an automatic  blast distribution system has rl ready  been introouced. 

Various systems   for the   automatic  switchboard control   of blast-furnace and auxiliary 

operations are  being  or have   already been  developed,   e.g.   at the D-,ershinnky and the 

AsoTstal   works. 

The USSR states  that 80 per  cent of  nil  furnaces  are automatically  charged according 

to  signals given by the stockline   recorder. 

it has been  reported that an  automatic blast distribution system,   operated entirely 

by pneumatic equipment and ensuring uniform blast distribution to  the  tuyeres,   is  in  use 
jn a number of  blast-furnaces  in this country.     The main circuí*  of  thi • automatic  system 

consist«   of three parts:    (a)   individual   circuito for  automatic reg.-lvtion of  the blast 

to  each tuyere;      (b)   a unit   in which the  master  setting for  individual   regulators  is 

determined;     (c)  a circuit which  ensures   the  optimum   operation of   the  entire  reguletinf; 

system.     The choice  has been  made   for fully pneumatic   equipment,   s^nc     experience har 

hhown that  such  equipment is  considerably moro   reliable  und.'r blast-, urnace operating 



conditions (intensiv« dust fonction, high temperature, etc.) than electro-mechanical 

equipment.    The use of the ahove-mentioned system ha« resulted in an increase by »bout 

2 per cent  iu blast-furnace output and  in a  reduction by 1  per cent  of  specific  coke 

consumption. 

In a note from the USSR account has  been giv^n of the use  of radio-active elements 

and radiometric probes  in blast-furnaces  as a<ds to automation.    The >jRi!S-2 device, 

for instance,   is used in  revoral  plant*  for  contartles« continuous measuring and 

recording of  the charge  1„T«J1.     It  it  suitable  for positional,  proportional  or  isodroeic 

reguiaticn vf  the  charge  levo!  and muy  be  used as an a\d to automatic  charging.     Its 

tracing speed is  lm/mi;i,  measurement range  5m,  with « margin  of error of ^5 cra. 

The complexity  < f the  problem oí' automating blast-furnaces  is   illustrated iu a 

recent article  from a  research work-r at   the Tifi is  research  institute  for automation 

which outlines a comprehensive  scheme. 

The Government  vt Romania outlined a  system of pneumatic  control   of the  bell 

operation and emphasized  i he advantages  of  this system in facilitating a rapid- 

operating link  foi   progiamme-control   of  charging. 

In the United -tate»,   the- at«  h'.ast-furnace of the Armco Steel Corporation at 

Ashland, Kentucky,  which «ill   have an ultimate  capacity of  3,700 tons a day  is  .»barged 

automatically   by a preset   programme,   and  operations  aie  recorded by a comprehensive 

data  lugging system,     ine  bell   is automatically prevente,! from operating if  the  stocrlin« 

recorder indicate,  a  full   furnace.i,8)     A  new  blast-furnace at  the Duque.,,,'     orks of 

US Steel Corporation  will   be   <-ntrolled by  punched ;i;tper tapt .     At  the !,arv 'orks  of 

the same Corporation   th-   require! charge  as  deter-niued from metallurgi.-.al  calculations 

is set  up on punched oards   which  feed  instruction    to the  stockhouse.*19^ 

Automatic  conimi   of   blast  temperature   is   commonplace and some  works  use automatic 

control  of blast humidity.      in Italy and   in the United Kingdom the  gas  flow and air-to- 

gas ratio to  stoves are automatically  controlled at preset  levels until maximum dome 

temperature  is  reached,  when  the  ratio  is automatically adjusted to maintain maximum 

dome temperature.    Stove  changing from gas  to air is often mechanised,  but the  changing 

operation is usuallv  still   initiated manually,     in the USSB,  however, there are many 

automated installations and according to the report from Iugoslavia,   SOM stoves ara 

automatically  reversed in that country also.    Pully automatic stove operation is ala« 

practised in Japan. 
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f»»rw i. growing awareness of the advantage, of coûtant humidity control, and 

wrt«*tic control of this is to be found in the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 

the United States, the United Kingdom and the USSR. 

It  is probable that the  use  of high top pressure has made th* most progress  in the 

USSR and there are many   installations of automatic  control  of this.    The USSR report 

also refers to experimental  automatic control  of »any  operating variables  such as gas 

distribution,  ione temperatures based on thermal  conductivity and top gas composite 
based on infra-red analysis. 

There is growing iutereat  in the control of th.  di.tribution of blast to .ach tuyere. 

This is of particular importance in relation to the modern practice of adding hydro- 

carbon fuel» at the tuyeres.    There are installation, of blast distribution control in 

the Federal Republic of Gemany,  th. United States,  the USSR and Prauce.    Computer. 

have been frequently used to calculate the effect  of  changes  in operatic conditions 
oa performance. 

Two countries  (Italy and Tugo.lavia) report automatic  control  of electrodes  in 

th. Ty.land Hole  type of electric  reduction furnace much used in countries where hydro- 
electric power is available. 

According to a team from th. United Kingdom which visited Japan in karch 1963 

auto-tic  control  of sintering plants and blast-furnaces  is   rell  advanced in Japan. 

However,  few details of the  installations are available.    The tea«, noted particularly a 

continuous moisture  recording device  for the  sinter mix at the Hi renata work,  of  the 

Fuji   Iron ft Steel Company Limited.     Th,r   uses  th. moderating effect  of mo.sture   on 

fast neutron, as a measure of the moisture intent.     A number of eiRt.r plants  are 

provided with automata  speed control,    ¿ithough there   is,  as yet,  no true »on-line« 

autopie control   of blast-furnace operation  in Japan,   comprensive data  logging 

»y.t«s are widely used,   and the   information analysed  by  compter.     This technique  is 

perhaps most fully exercised at  ta. kits«. Works of  Nxppon Kokan K.IC.  .her,  the  computer 

calculate, the charge composition and operating condition.. 

A. regard, casting machines,  automatic  control   „f  the  ladU  t.lt to regulate  the 

filling of the mould, of a pig-ca.ting machine has  been developed in the USSR.,20) 

A general paper on automation appli.d to aggi oprati on plant, and blast furnaces 

»»• giw.a at a Pari, coof.rtnc« in April 1%3.(21) 
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CHAPTER IV 

STEEL-MAKING 

Open-hearth ^fafff 

Automation of parts of Vficse furnaces has been commonplace for many years. 

In tb.9 later 1930s many furnscec in Euro?* were equipped with automatic pressure 

control  of the fuel gae and automatic adjustment  of th«  chimney damper  according to 

the pressure  in the furnace working chauler,       3ome furnaces in the United States 

were equipped with automatic reversal.      Attomptc had been made to control fuel gas 

flow according to the  roof temperature bui- the  control   systems available  at that 

time were not advanced enough to avoid troubles with "hunting"  or violent  oscillation 

of the  fuel  flow.      Since the va.r.  rapid progress h^j  bean mcdo,  and ¿he more 

uctable developments mentioned ia the  information received from Governments und in the 

published literature,  ave given below.       It  is clear that the open-hearth  furnp.ee 

process  is already  subject to a high degree  of autouatirn  in mav parts   of the world. 

Unfortunately there  is lrttle reliable    niormation on the  aconoraic advantages of 

such automation.      Automa«ic control  of air/fuel  ratio  and  of chimney draught 

eliminate heat losscr.  cauaed by er.cesr air entering the  furnace.      Autometic control 

of! roof temperature at tha highest porraiosible level  ensures that the  rate of working 

of the  furnace  is kopt high.      B.rt in practice the  ina-pll-iticn of automatic controls 

her: usually taken place a+  the  same time  \s rebuilding an^ modernization  of the 

melting shop generally,   and il  is act possible   to  separato the effect  of  automation 

alone  from the effect cf other  improvements. 

Hau: 
In several Italian worka air/fuel ratio i* con\rolled according to the oxygen 

content  of the war bo gases.      Steel bath temperatures,   chequer temperatures and. 

iiequently waste gas ^position are meg,Hiired and recorded.      Furnace  reversal is 

commonly automatically carried out on a time cycle or manually initiated.      The 

refinement  of automa! ic control of combustion from measurement of oxygen in wast, gas 

is under development.      Direct reeding spectrographs are  commonly used  for steel 

ana slag analysis,  so pivinç the quick reavlts necessary for better control of the 

ratlt.       Oxygen lancing is now commonly employed.      This speeds up the process and 

provides another control parameter on V-Ah carbon content aad temperature so that 

lapping times can be held *.o a tighter cchcduic.      The main ssope for improvement 
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i. thus now in over-all  control  of operations to provide a steadier flow of  stool 

to the  casting bay at the correct temperature without having to hold  furnaces  hack 

or drive some too hard.       This requires  improvement  in scrap and hot metal  delivery 

and charging practice and more centralized  control  of melting shop and  casting pit 

operations.       These matters are the subject  of research and development  at many 
steel plants. 

Instruments analysing oxygen  in waste gases have been installed in the  six 

furnaces of the  open-hearth  steal works »Oscar Sinigaglia"  of Italsider.       By 

using these  instruments,  tests  can be done  in  15 to 20 seconds and the percentage of 

oxygen can be maintained at  a set value.      The economic  gams from this  installation 
are referred to  in chapter VIII. 

liTfcey 

Recently constructed open-hearth furnaces  in Turkey are equipped with automatic- 

recording and  control  of:     change  of gas,  pressure  in the  furnace,  air fuel  ratio, 

gas pressure,   fuel  and air temperature,   chimney draught,   roof temperature,  mensure- 
ment  of  oxygen in waste  gas. 

Some  recent  implements have led to a reduction of furnace time,   longer  life 

and higher yield  of  furnaces  and  resulted  in savings  of  labour,  material   and   fuel. 

The improvements  reported are:     (a)   use  of combustion controlling system,     (b)   control 

and regulation of fuel,   air and temperature through an "Askania"  type  control   system; 

(c)   use  of mixers;     (d)   use  of a dolomite throwing machine. 
Ukrainian SS». 

Automatic  control  of temperature conditions  of open-hearth furnaces have  bren 

widely  introduced.      Some  of the  control  systems used for this purpose at  the 

Dierzhinsky and Krivorozhstal works include devices for the automatic adjustment 

of fuel  combustion according to the oxygen content  of the waste products  of 

combustion.      Experience  shows that the duration of heats  can be reduced  by  3 to 

4 per cent and the specific  fuel  consumption by  4 to 5 per cent. 

Further progress is being made  on automatic  operational and organizational 

control  of the whole  open-hearth shop by means of  computers.      Calculations  show 

that the expenditure on equipping a modern open-hearth shop with such a 

centralised control system can be recovered in six months. 
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USSR 

According to the information from the USSR,  all open-hearth furnaces in that 

country are equipped completely or partly for measuring and recording fuel  input, 

pressure and temperature at the roof of the working chamber,  regenerator,  flue, 

and liquid steel  temperature  (the  latter by  immersion thermocouple).      There  is 

also continuous  recording of the  oxygen  content  of flue gases.      Automatic  controls 

are provided for maintaining the desired pressure of fuel  gases and of oxygen,  the 

desired fuel/air ratio,  and the desired  furnace pressure.       There  is also  automatic 

reversal based on time,  or temperature difference,  or a combination of both. 

The availability  of these automatic  controls makes  it possible to provide the 

operators of the  furnace with detailed  schedules  of furnace  conditions to be 

maintained during  each stage of working the  furnace charge. 

The report  from the USSR also montions as future aims the automatic  control  of 

operations,  such as weighing the  slag-forming material  and ferro-alloys,  weighing 

the  slag and metal   at  tapping,  control   of the tapping operation,  and mechanization 

of sampling procedure,   as well  as many  operational  factors. 

Papers from the  USSR report how automation has improved  roof life^ and 
(23) 

productivity. 

United Kingdom 

Since the war,   rapid progress had been made.      Open-hearth furnaces are now 

usually well  equipped with instrumentation  and automatic  control  of the main 

furnace variables,    i.e.   control   of  fuel   input   according to  roof temperature   (which 

may be measured   in   several places)   and   control   of  air/fuel   and   steam/oil   ratio. 

Technical   details  of  somp  of  the  control   systems used  in  open-hearth  furnaces 

have  been suranarim-d   recently/24'       Computers  are now frequently used to  analyse 

ordinary production data from npen-hearths;     the  results  of  one  such study  have 

been published. " The use  of a  computer to plan the production of  a cold 

metal  open-hearth melting shop has been described.       ' 

Othe.' countries 

Although similar  examples of open-hearth furnace automation receive only brief 

mention in the contributions from ether countries it is known that such method» of 

control are widespread,   in both Europe  and the United States.      Thus,  although no 

specific information  on the automation of  open-hearth furnaces has been provided 
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by the United State., «„y furn.ce. in that country are very fully automated;    in 

past years published united State, literature contains many references to the 
subject. 

la many countries interest in steelmaking plant has shifted from the open- 

hearth furnace to the newer oxygen processes, where,   owing to their spced of 

operation,  automation will play an important part. 

Oxygen converter« 

Requirements for improved charging practice and centralized control are even 

more vital  in the case of converter steelmaking processes.      Their speed of working 

is  such that process time is little longer than the time required for fettling and 

charging.      The absence of a fuel  in this process,  other than the hot-metal constituents 

removes a vlauable control parameter from the process,  so that  if txme and iron are 

not to be wasted in after-blows, there must be close control  of the quantities of 

hot metal and scrap charged and also accurate knowledge of the composition of each. 

However, because of the relatively short period for which oxygen steelmaking has 

been in wide use,  information on the application of automatic control has been rather 

limited;    what has been made available is summarized below: 

ECSC Countries 

In the Federal Republic of Germany a method of continuous measurement of bath 

temperature  in converters of the LD type has been developed/28)        A ceramic tube 

containing a thermocouple is inserted through the converter wall.      The French steel 

research institute  (1RSID)  has given details of a technique for  continuously 

measuring the CO and C02 in the waste gases from a converter and for using this *at. 

to compute the rate of decarburati on of the bath.(29)        Both of these developments 

are likely to prove valuable in providing information on which computer control  of 

LD converters could be based.      An analog computer i. used to calculate the charge 

weight at the LD converter shop at the Royal Dutch Steel forks,  Ijmuiden;    a data 

logger collect, operating information!30^ 
Japan 

The use of data logging in LD converter process i. not yet «o developed as in 

ironmaking.      The »ort promi.ing advance, »eem to be the end-point analog computer 

installed at Hirohat. Work. (Fuji)  and the oxyg.n and raw material control computer 

at Kawa.aki fork. (Nippon Kokan)!3l>      This latter is an on-line computer, getting 
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some of  its  inputs directly  from automatic sensing and measuring devices.       The 

system's loop  is partially  closed - tho  computer automatically actuates oxygen 

flow control valves and hopper outlets  for raw materials.      Nine mathematical models 
(32) 

are stored  in the computer  for a variety  of steels,   including alloys. 

Ukrainian SSR 

Automatic control  systems are being used  on an  experimental  basis at the 

Krivorzhatal  steel works for the  automatic tilting of the converters to oaintain a 

given carbon content,  for the measurement  of the température of steol  in th« 

converter,  and for the switchboard control  of  converter steel production. 

USSK 

Oxygen-blown converters now  in operation are  equipped with BRU or REG automatic 

regulators  for the  instantaneous  rate  of  flow  of  oxygen,  basing on the measurement  of 

a number of parameters.       In the next  few years,  most  of the new  converter  shops will 

be constructed to a standard design, with three  100-130 ton converters  and an annual 

production  of  2.1  - 2.2 million tons.       Such plants  require a further progress  of 

automation,   and  a recent paper outlines  a scheme  for the  complete  automation of an 

LD plant.(33i 

Uni tod Kingdom 

The new  LD-AC  plant  at  John  Lysaght's Scunthorpe Works  is highly  automated. 

The KDN 2  computer  calculates for each  cast  the  optimum weight  of hot metal,   scrap, 

refining additions,   and quantity  of oxygen necessary  to meet the   required  steel 

specification and temperature,   thus enabling the  operntor  to make  the   ultimate 

decisions needed. 

United States   of America 

Information published  in the United States in  1962 suggested that  an interesting 

automation system would be applied to the Kaldo converters being  installed at the 

Roomer works  of the Sharon Steel Corporation,  Farrell,  Pennsylvania,   planned  to start 
(35) late in that year.        .     The   computer controls  two,   150 ton Stora-Kaldo   furnaces witJi 

an annual   capacity  of about  1  million ingot   tons.       Virtually  every  significant 

steelmeking variable,   beginning with order requirements and  raw materials  and  ending 

with the  ingot   is to be  controlled by the  system to  fcive  optimum  operation,   and 

control   of the materials  entering the  converter  is  very  important.       The Jones and 

Laughlin Steel Corporation uses an analog computer to  calculate  the proportions of 
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raw «ateríala which must be  charged to LD converters to tap a particular type of 

steel at a specified 'temperature. (36) 
The Groat  Lakes Steel Corporation was 

«ported to b,   insalii„« fui]   computer control   of  if now  LD installation with 
275 ton vessels,      '     lui   no nevs  of progross hfi8  b.;en pahJishrfl>       Pl,,po8Rls  for a 

more advanced   .-„r.lrol   sysle.   rOT  tho  converters at this works based  on  continuous 

measurement   o?  the  CO  and  CO.,   content   of  the  waste  Cases  have  been made(38)   and 
the technin,.«..   of   rn,,  ^,_y_,,,   [)ri>j,0Sed  has  boen publishrfdp9) 

IJ.Qt ton-Mown _(• onv• • rt "rF 

A method   or   "truing E,.d  integrating the  total   flow of blast  to  a  bottom- 

blo-vn convrrt.cr  has  hern develad  in France. (40) 
Computers arc  used  to  control 

the Thomas process   in üolRium '4i)   and the Federal  Republic  of Germany.(42) 

There ar,  only   h rio," references to  automatic  control   of such converters   in the 

reports  frerr  cu,„.tries,  mostly referring to  items mentioned   xn the   foregoing 

paragraphs.      Th, HRSR refers to the control  of  converter operations according 

to measurements mcrto  on  the   flame,   a method which is  also used in Belgium and 
France. 

Other  computer  systems to  control   oxygen-converter processes have  also  been 

designed,   e.K.   a  computer  called "Oscar" by  MEI  Automation(43)   and  another  called 

"Frodile» by Wer^i^house Electric Corp.(44)       It  i. generally admitted  that  tho 

advantages   offered  by  oxygen  steelmaking cannot  be  fully exploited without   computer 

control.       Ae cord in.,  te  an American estimate,   producers «ho  control   Qn  oxygen 

converts with  n   o.,_tal   compute  stand  to  save more   than  1  million dollars ayoar.(45) 

Sjtgc_l.mnk.lnc   - .electric   arc .fur_naco£ 

The most   important   it •  of automatic  control,  without which  it would   be 

difficult   •   jf  not   impossible - to  oper.it* an arc  furnace with any decree  of 

efficiency  iE  automatic  control   of electrode position.       Improved methods  of  control, 

giving more  rapid   response  and  greater  sensitivity  of  control,  have  been   introduced. 

These  lead  to  botter electrical   conditions  and   to fewer electrode breakages.       The 

report from the  Uratod Kingdom mentions  equipment   for  automatically  pro.-rawning the 

power input  tu  ti,«  arc,   so that the maximum proportion of the heat  generated  is 

usefully absorbed   in the charge.       This  has  recently  been installed   for  trials  on a 

number of production  furraces.(46)      As a result  of the  improvements  shown in power and 

electrode  consumption per ton and   in refractory   life  this method  of  control  will  be 

core widely  use-j .       A  few largo arc  furnaces have  been equipped with thermocouples m 

the hearth bottom   frorr which isothermal  diagrams  can be drawn.      These   records  enable 

meltera to keep the  fvrnaco bottom in good  repair. 
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A Ferranti Argus 108 computer will  control the power input to six 40 MVA electric 

arc furnaces at the world's largest electric melting plant at the works of Steel, 

Peech & Tozer in Rotherham,  United Kingdom.      The computer plan is to control  the power 

input to furnaces adjusted to both a production programme  and availability  of power. 

It is also to log continuously the process variables,  thus  enabling analysis to be 

carried out at a later date.      The  installation of this  system also helps to meet 

the obligation of the plant to shed up to 25 megawatts  of  load on demand  and  after only 
(47) 

five minutes'   notice. 

The  report  from the USSR mentions the various items  of automation equipment which 

should be  found associated with electric  furnaces and which are used in that  country. 

In addition to  electrode position control,  various devices  for minimizing electrical 

losses by better control of the electrical   system arc being brought into use.       There 

are improved mechanized methods for changing electrodes.       Mention is made  of  an 

automatic  immersion thermocouple which periodically measures liquid steel  temperatures. 

Several  countries report the  use of thermocouples to measure refractory wear. 

Also electromagnetic  stirring of the bath is widely used;     it  is not stated whether 

this is put  into operation automatically   (e.g.  according to measurements  of  bath 

conditions)   in any plant,  but  such a method of operation  can be visualized. 

An interesting example  of automation applied to ingot mould preparation is 

found at the new Tinsley Park works  of the English Steel Corporation in the United 

Kingdom.       Steel,  melted   in big electric-arc  furnaces,   is  fed directly to  the  rolling- 

mills  in ingot   sizes  of 2.5 tons to  5 tons.       A unique  system has been developed for 

the automatic  shot-blasting of hot   ingot moulds.      The  ingot moulds pass automatically 

on motorized trolleys,  which run on a continuous circuit,  through the various  stages. 

Once placed  on  a trolley,  the mould  is handled automatically.       The various moulds 

stop automatically at  the  appointed  cleaning station and  selecte the  correct   shot- 

blasting cycle.       The  speed  of the rotary  blast head  is   controlled by an  electronic 

speed selection gear,  which in turn is equipped with a time  clock to regulate the 

dwell period.       The  system is also equipped with a special  air-cooling device  for 
(48) 

the handling of moulds at high temperatures. 
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CHAPTER V 

ROLLING OF SEMI-FINISHED STEEL.  PLATES AND SECTIONS 

Soaking pits and reheating i'urnaces 

All modern  soaking pits  are well equipped for measurements of temperature,   Cuoi 

and air flows.     Considerable  advantages h avo i. e or.  found  to  arise  from control  of  the 

chimney draught  automatically linked  to   Hie  pressure ii«  the heating chamber.     This 

leads to  saving  in fuel  and reduced  scaling   looses.     The   latter is  not  always   lUO 

per cent  advantageous as sometimos   sc ali n/;   leases  help   to  remove  .-.urface   defects 

in  the ingot.    Fully automated   soaking  pits  with  equipment   ..long   the   above   lines  are 

to be found in  several countries,   and are«  specifically mentioned  in   reports   from 

Denmark and Czechoslovakia.     In  the  United Kingdom an  on-line computer ha.,  been 

ordered to  control operation of  the   soaking  pits  at  the works of Samuel   Fox and 

Company Limited,  near Sheffield.'   9'     A speeding  up of  heating rate  by  15  per cent 

and a fuel  saving of 12 per cent  following  automation  have been reported  in  a 

paper from the USSR.       ' 

Similar forms of control are  to be found in  slab  and bloom heating furnaces for 

plate,   sheet,   and section mills,   with the  additional  controls needed by the  fact  that 

these furnaces  are ganerally divided into   temperature   zones.    Automation  of  .such 

furnaces is mentioned specially by Yugoslavia.     It is  intended   to  install  on-line 

computer control  of  slab reheating  furnaces at   two  major works  it»   the  Init.'d Kingdom. 

Apart  from the  above,  there  is   little mention of  this part of   the  i ron  and  st< el- 

making process in  the national  reports.     Italy mentions   th<> i terns  described above, 

and the Federal Republic  of Germany  refers  to  study of programme control   of the  fuel 

supply to   reheating furnaces for heavy forging ingots.     Since heating costs  are  a 

major part  of  forging costs  and temperature control  is   important  to   avoid  cracked 

ingots,   this  latter example  of  automation would  seem to  have important   advantages. 

Primary mills 

In at  least two works in  the United kingdom  and in one in Italy  the  buggies 

transporting ingots from the  soaking pit area to   the  primary mill  delivery   tabic are 

equipped with remote position control  so  that the buggy can be accurately positioned 

at a station which is well out of  sight of the operator.    The positioning  accuracy 

achieved is approximately 0.6 m in 300 m of travel. 
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A simple form of automation of the roll screwdown movement in primary sills is 

being used extensively in many countries.     The basic principle is that the  appropriât« 

signals to  tho  screwdown motors are  stored either on punched cards or tape,  or  on a 

plug board,   separato programmes being constructed for different kinds of steel,   ingot 

size,   bloom or slab  size,   and so  on.    The  Chechoslovakian Government reports  that  such 

systems,  usiti).'; punched cards,  arc in use  in blooming mills  in  that country. 

The  use  of magnetic   tape in conjunction with electronic   computers to  derive 

performance,   energies,  rotational  speed functions and efficiencies has been described 

following  investigations  on blooming/slabbing mills in the Federal Republic   of 

Germany.     l)     This  technique should help in the study of rolling-mill procedure  and 

enable  automatic  control   1o  be designed   for  optimum rolling conditions.    A series of 

papers on   the  designs  of  pro; rammed blooming  and slabbing mills   in tho Federal 
(52) 

Republic   of Germany  was  published  in  1963. 

Franco  reports   that for screwdown  in  a primary mi 11 a static  programmer is  used 

which carries  cut   the  desired programmes with the  aid of  a ten-position switch  unit. 

The  decimal  displa.v   system applied facilitates  greatly the operations.    The  operator 

selects  one  of  the   ten  available  programmes.     The dimensions  can vary from Ü to  999 nra. 

The   "next  dimension"  of  any  forthcoming  pass  is written on  the   operator's board  in 

muñerais  and  lights  indie.-.to when  a pass  is  over.     If necessary,   the operator can omit 

some  passes   and  he   can   also  make  corrections   of   1   to   2 mm if  calibration  is   slightly 

detective.     The  olements  of  the main circuits  of  the  system  are  continuously verified 

by  four  automatic  control   devices.    The  results  are  an increase  in the rate  of 

production and in  the   uniformity of products,    i decreased burden on the operator und 

the possibility  of  perfect   reproduction  of  programmes. 

Italy has provided  information on   the  punched card control  of a primary stand at 

the hot-strip mill   at  the lornigliam/ ''orks   of  Itulsider. 

A detailed description oí   ¡>  programmed  installation has  been reported from Sweden 

referring  to  the  slabbing ni 11  et Surahammars  Hruks A.B.    Por each combination of 

steel  ajmly.vis,   ingot  size,   and slab  dimension,  the optimum rolling program««  is 

calculated  and programmed  on a punched card.    The card is fed into a computer which 

sets the  spacing of both the main rolls  and  the -edging rolls.     The computer also 

controls   the  speed ratio between the  edger,   the two-high mill  and tho roller tables. 

A ¿imi lar  type  of installation is  to be  installed at Taranto in  Italy. 
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Ih« GoTtramnt of the Ukrainian SSR reports  that over the period 1960~1963 

contactless control w&e introduce for the nain electric  drives and for the drives 

of  theprincipal  mechanisms of the 900 reversing mili  and  the  1,150 blooming adii 

ut the Dzi-zhinsky works.    These control   syst, me  hr.ve considerably improved 

perforaiance and increased reliability.     Kill output has  risen by 2.5 to 5 per cent. 

Digital  systems  have been introduced   for programmed automatic  control of  screwduwn. 

There  are nunerous pregi ornine-d primary  mills   in  the  United States,   e.g.   the 

slabbing mill  at   the Inland Steel Ci>.,  near Chicago.     3'     At  the Arinco plant in 

Houston, a 160 in.   -dab and plate null's opération»  are completely controlled by a 

Wustinghouse computer.    Conversion from slab  to  plate can be mode within  lesa than 
(54) 

one  hour. 

At the Steel  Company of Wales  Limited in the United Kingdom,  the width of 

steel  slcbs will   be measured by   light beams  registering  in  a telescope the   ancle 

of which is  used  as a measurement of  the  slab width.       '    At the new worka  of the 

Park Uatc Iron  and Steel Company  Limited near Sheffield,   the rolling programa« at 

the  blooming mill   is selected by computer in accordance with ingot weight and the 

»•equired bloom size. 

billet and struc+urnl mills 

Available  information comes mainly from the USSR,   the United Kingdom,   and the 

lini ted States. 

The USSrt Government reports   that at the üagnitogorsk integrated steel works 

there is a continuous billet mill,  with a 63Ü un set of  stands followed by  a 450 mm 

set of  stands.     Length of piece  coning from the 630 mm stands varies between  45 and 

60 ni}     length of  piece coming from the 450 stands may vary  up  to  30 per cent below 

the maximum lenpth of 350 u.    For efficient shearing of  billets an automatic  Method 

with optimum programming is applied,     iiefore  the  application of  this system wastage 

only in the form of tricu.ngs r.nd uneven  lengths was  at  an average 2-2.5 per cent of 

totnl  rolled.     'Vi th the application  of  the Stai  I   special  computer this wastage has 

been reduced by   about 07-92 per cent. 

The principle  of the operation of the »y s torn is to  »hear the cptiraum number of 

billets of a strip of a given  length,  manoeuvring within  the tolerated limits set for 

the  length of  ono  billet.    Por a single  uiect,  the machine works out a shearing 

programme in 0.5  to 0.7 seconds.    The machine - consisting of the computer element, 

feeder, control pan^l, punch,  switchboard and instrument panel - works without h« 

intervention. 
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In the United «infido«,   ih« reversing billet mill  at the Hallside work» of 

Coivi lie»  Ltd in Scoti md  is  operated by a punched c¡ird system in which the coaplete 

sequence of  scrcwdovn,   raaaipulat ,.r,   rill   spi    !  .,. L'i.:a,s  and number of passes is 
(57) stored. Scv«.ml wurks  u.-.«   a computer  to calculate  the optimum  sh< nring  of  the 

complete billet   lon/rth  int-   the  ordered   lengths  so  us   t<> minimise  scrap;     an  example 
( 58 ) 

is the computer  installed   at   Samuel   Fox & Company   Ltd.,   Sheffield, n particularly 

interesting  ins tul lili ni   is   Ih,   nev  ( ontinuous  bill   t   raill  at   the  Scunthorpe  works  of 
(50) 

it i e hard Thomas  and  haldwi.is   Ltd. !'1<. xi oi li ty  in production planning to  meet  the 

markt t needs   re<jui rid  that  chongos   in  rolling programmes   should be  made in   two  minutes. 

The  mill   has  compiiti.   pr<>fcr  mme   s< tt-inf-;   iquipmont    U    allow   •   programme  to  bo   pre—set 

durili«  rdlint   and   the  change   inilii"„ed by  push-button.     The  flyinp  shear  has   a  length- 

settin.; control   which eliminates   tri d  cutting,    An  optimum yield  computer  makes  use of 

this   -jii!  of   cut   length   t..1er'iice  to  set   tin- cut   length   to give minimum scrap  from each 

piece   rolled.     Continuous   inspection   litios  wi tli   autxnitic   cl as?if iers   'ire   used   to 

inspect  ,-md  sort  nut billets  in  the  minimum spae- .     The  control   systems of  all   the 

drives   and  the  operation   uf   the   opt] muni yield computer   and   the  classifiers   are 

described.     0¡» rr t ion   1   perform 'nr,    ¡ -  romp .rod with   th<   design figures. 

A much  more  oon;prelionsi\ i    intarma I i on  hand 1 i nj..   system is  on order  for  a works 

which will  provide   for   i lie  collection  a.mi   automatic   co-ordination  of   ill   the  relevant 

production  inform > t ion   i u       l>i 1J•• t   and  auction ¡ni 11    uid   includes  - utom atic   actuation 

of  the   displays   which  • i ve   instructions   to   tin   operators   at  e.acli   processing   station. 

The  process   inf inflation   and  the   instructions  to  operators   vre carried  forward  from 

station  to   titation   on   punched   t.-pe,    ;!e    information   on   t.he   tapo  boinj»   aito m it i cal ly 

displayed   ¡t  each   sitian   wi th   the   • a !<Ji t i JII   1   information  from  that   station   added  to 

it.     The  initial   tape- <intnnin^ order number,  cast,  number,   inp< t   serial  number  and 

processing  instruct i oa.1--,   is  prep   red   automatically   from   a  punched  card  and   the   total 

information  coll. Led oi.   '.he  tap»    <t   the  end   >('  the  process  is   automatically converted 

on  to   punched cards  ajm  printed  > ut.     Print—out  of  d-ta  nt som«  intermedi ite  positions 

is also  provided.     The   system provides  for   twenty   stations  for collection  of 

information   from  the   line   »aid   about   the   same number  of  points of  automatic   display of 

instructions.    The  total   number of digits  handled is over  300,  covering over  100 i tens. 

Six page prints  aro turni .shed and  the final one,   summarizing  all  the commands  and 

subsequently recorded information,  comprises fifty-five digita spread over  twenty-three 

items. 

J 
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Thor« is punched card control of the  structural  »ill  it  the South Chicago works 
160) 

of the Uni tod Stntes  Steel   Corporation/ Preselected  data  stored on cards control 

and sequence  forty-three  oberiti .ris;     is  m. ny   as   twenty-ouo  passes   through  the  five 

stund«  oan be  programmed.     Thr  new  structurl   nails  built   in   th« United Kingdom aro 

provided witti ir.eaus   fur  pri. sot tin«   tiir.   n liinn   acnv.-«]uwit prutfranro» >,   O.K.   in  the 

structural rail!  at  tho  Lackeiihy  wort« s oí  Dormán   Lr,ru»  and Co,   Ltd.   this  i M  don«  on  n 

slider board and  at  tho   Lun;.rk.~.hi ro  :¡tt,l l'o ' í  works  tho  entire  rolling  is 
('. M 

controlled by   ont  pu«h-buttoit.     "       ¡.m.jt.   po.-itiuii  control   i» also  boing  used   U 

position  snw  stops  on   tho  cut-up   tables   it  ib.-   end  oí   section mills.     On  tho United 

Kingdon wide-f l;m«r   beam ni 11  motil i on. d   \bov, ,   tho   siw  stops   tut   positioned  fro» push 

button   settings,  ;<i ving on   accuracy  of  (.  mm o\ c r   i  total   l«*ngth of   ¿u rn. 

Ihcre   is   .->. si mi lrr puah-buitun ron tro 1  system   it   the  universal  bo am mill   of   the 

Fuji   Iron  and >-tod   Company's Hirohat: works,    Japan. 

Finte mills 

Tho  report   i'r<".. .Sweden   doscribos how  the  scheduling of plato manufacture  nt 

Oxelosunds Jarnvork  is carried out by computer.    The plate mill consists of tho 

following rania  equipment j 

(a) soaking  pits 

(b) 42-in.  two~hi/di mill  for rolling slabs  of maximum  1,500 an width 

from maximum 21   tun  ingot 

(c) slab  reheating  furnace of  a heating capacity  of  100 t/h 

(d) reversing  four-high  finishing mill,  920/1,550 mm ¿  roll  longth  3,650 am 

(•)     cooling  bods 

(f)     continuous   shearing   line. 

The planning carried out by  computer includes for the moment only  prescheduling.    41 

a later singo any noci'ssary  rescheduling of ingots,   slabs and pintes for other order« 

will  also be  undertaken by   means  of computer! 

The prescheduling includes  the  following  steps I 

(a) Incoming customer orders are punched on paper tapes.    The tapes  are fed 

into an electronic  computer on which the information is stored on magpie ti e 

tapes with a capacity of cr. 60,000 order positions corresponding roughly 

to one year's production; 

(b) The computer calculates extras according to alternative price lists} 
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(e)    ìli« order forms completed with quality code number and current number« 

for identification  -re stored un magnetic  tapes in the computer  forming 

a "production  order register".     The  san"   information  as given in  the 

order  tapes   i?  punched on  a paper tape   and is  also written in clear 

writing by means of  ¡i telex machine; 

(d)    The production  orrit-r register is completed with data about delivery 

time,   thus forming   m "operation  register" which is   also stored on 

•agnetic  tapos   in  1h.; computer; 

(•)     The coaputer   then  starts  1ho detail  ¿chrdulinj:   : 

(i)     The   indivi mal  platos  specified  by  the customers are 

combined  to  sl\b~  of optimum size  and  a  "slab  register   , 

stored in  the computer,   is thuy   built  up; 

(ii)     Prom   «lit   slab register usable   slabs in  storo  are sorted outj 

(iii)     The   remaining  slabs  of  the  register are combined to  ingot* 

of which   i'our  standard  sizes  aro  used.     An  "ingot register" 

is  thus  formed   aid  stored in  the  computer; 

(iv)    The   roi lin!  sequi nee if   the  ingots within  the  rolling cycle 

(dotormiiied by  tin   intervals  between  the necessary change 

of wort,  rolla)   is  .-scheduled; 

(•)     Ingoio   ir.-i    stiri     r.   rJ¿;o  scheduled  into  the  rolling  sequwncej 

(ri)     Ingo Li   t-h-'.t    r    pimnel  to be  «.nken from the  store  are  sorted 

out   Í r-jm  the ingots  resistei: 

(vii)    üemninin;,   ingots   ;re combiner  to  niello  iornung  a "melt  register" 

stor.d   in   the eomputer.     In connexion with  the ingnt  scheduling, 

the   testing  ni   "-lie  material  is   al .so   scheduled according   to 

the   specification of tho classifying  societies concerned; 

(viii)    The  melt  register  is punched on  cards.     Vhtse crai be  sorted 

according   uo different needs  or  wishes -  e.g.  according  to  plate 

dimensions,   dleei quality and  so  on.    The information on  the 

Cords  is written in clear writing  on  lists,   constituting   the 

progxamne  for th¿ melting shop  and roliing-mi lis respectively. 

These BO It   liste contain information  for which specification 

plates  and melt  are intended.     !f  something  goes wrong  in  the 

•elting plant or  in the  rolling-mills  the necessary adjustment« 

in  the Mt'lting  an',  rolling programme ccn be  done.    The whole 

scheduling process,    .s described,  can be performed twice   a week, 

which corresponds  to the  expected maximum nuaber of rolling eye les 

in the  some  U.nc. 
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Regarding rescheduling, the company plans to have several station« for 

registering the errors  at suitable points in the production process.    By Daces of 

teleprinters at these  points information is transferred to the computer about in 

which respect the product differs fron the aimed  standard e.g.   analysis and weight 

differences^  type and   location of surface and rolling errors.     The computer gives 

information about the  most suitable  (economic)  purpose for which the  "defect" 

material  (a melt,  an  ingot,   a slab or n rolled plate)  ought to be used and also 

starts scheduling the  production of substituting material. 

With automation  the company is aiming to obtain the following  advantages: 

(a) Higher yield both as a result of pre-scheduling and also to a still 

high extent  of  the future  rescheduling; 

(b) Higher output of the rolling mills resulting from optimum ingot and 

slab weights. The number of necessary slabs for a given production 

on a tonnage basis is calculated to decrease by some  20 per cent; 

(e)     Lower costs  for material handling throughout the whole production 

process as  a consequence of bigger sizes  of ingots  and slabs. 

As the company has  used a scheduling system including computers practically from 

the start of rolling  operation in the newly built  Oxelosunds plant,   it is  not possible 

to make  any technical  and economic comparisons with a manual  system.     The  investment 

cost is  about  500,000 US  dollars.     Only standard  apparatus has boeri  ust-d. 

In  the I'nited Kingdom,   BISRA is  at present  designing a computer control  system 

for a plate mill  in  which measurement in the  early passes will  give   information on 

the hardness  of the  piece  so that  the computer can control the  progr-imme   for the . 

rest of the rolling operations.    This  should improve  dimensions an i  increase yield. 

This work is pirt of   a  large project  Timed at complete  automation ol   •<  plate mill. 

Consideration is  also  being given to the use of  n computer for calculating  the 

best shearing programóle  to produce ordered sizes  from the plat« as  rolled.     The new 

universal plate mill  at the Middlesbrough works of Dormán Long and Co.  Ltd. will 
(63) have full on-line computer control. 
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(64) 
In the United States,  a. computer-controlled plate mill at Lukens ha» 

completely automatic  sequencing of mill  operations during rolling and the intermediate 

•crewdown settings,  calculated from the  dimensions of the slab and finished plate, 

are set automatically durine rolling.    A computer-controlled plate  mill  to be 

installed at the Gary works  of US Steel Corporation has also been described in the 

literature.     5'     The plate mill at the Oadsden works of Republic  Stael Corporation 
(66)    „ 

has completely automatic  operation under  punched-card programme control. The 

plate mill at the  Sparrows Point works  of  Bethlehem Steel Company has  automatic 

screwdown under punched cari programme control  and an  automatic  control  system to 
(67) 

ensure maximum utilization of the main motor. 

At the  four-high plate  mill of the  Mont St-Uartin works  in France,   automatic 

control devices   for controlling edge thickness have been developed. 

Remote position control of screwdown in plate mills is mentioned in  the report 

from Iugoslavia. 

Light section mills,  bar mills and rod mills 

According to  the report from the United Kingdom,  mechanisation is highly 

developed on modern high production rod  and bar mills.    As yet,   little  automatic 

feed-back control is  applied in production,  but  automatic gauge control   is under 

development.     At present,   photocells  located at the  mill initiate   operation of  flying 

shears  to crop the  front and roar  end tf   the bar.    Photoelectric  cells  also  initiate 

the  action of  rotnry shears  to cut  a bar  into   lengths   after  it  leaves  the  bar mills, 

actuate guides  to  deflect  the cut  sections onto  roller  tables,   and   actuate devices 

to   lift the  bar onto  a cooling table. 

Examples of  such modem mills  in  the  United Kingdom are  the   light  section mill 

at the Dalzell   works of Coivi lies  Ltd.,9'   the bar mill at  the Roundwoo !  works  of 

the Park Gate  Iron and Steel Co.   Ltd., and modern  rod mills  in Carditi   and 

Scunthorpe.     The  three-high bar mill  at   the Cleveland  works  of Dormán  Long  (Steel)  Ltd. 

is controlled by programmes pre-set on   a plug board. An  example on  the Continent 
(72) 

of Europe is  the new mill  at the works  of Gebr.  Bohler,  Kapfenbert; and a modern 
(73) 

wire-rod mill  in  the USSR has been described by M.L.   ZarasaOhinskii. Automatic 

operation  ani  speed control of individual  stands of hot narrow strip and bar mills is 

reported by  Italy. 
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Sont« of these mills, as with the billet mills mentioned earlier, have 

computer control of the shearing to give maximum yield of sold product, i.e. 

minimum loss in short ends.    For instance  the section mill shearing at the Shelton 

Iron and Steel works in the United Kingdom is controlled by a KDN 2 computer.    An 
(l'i) automatic measuring stop for a hot saw has been developed in the United Kingdom. 

Some light sections are formed from strip and a computer can be used to 

calculate the optimum form to combine strength and lightness. 
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CHAWJE VI 

WItt,-STRIP MILLS 

fÌÌC-3tlÌP   Bill» 

Probably the greatest advances on mill   ai'totnat'on  ha"« been made with  the 

vide-atrip milla pro^uc^np  sheet   lor Hut^nioi il >   bodtes  and the numerous kinds of 

light  steel  prersings  requi -e<.   ¡Dr   industriai   -uid  rtnrner.lic  equipment.        It   i« 

undt-stardable   «hat  this  shouh; L>   o  tu MUH.'  io»-   'bis  product  quality   is  parti- 

cularly  critical,   and   .natters   such  as  ;:HURH  ,UU I .> I-T.*. t\ ,   nccurat»   sip««d  control 

between   the  various   st*«nd.it   and   control   ul   s'.rip   tena <*ratur •   ar^   important.        One 

of   the  most   important   advances   h..s  tjc^n   ..utjniatic  gau»4<    control   b>   which   any   detected 

deviation   from feauge   is   sign«lì ed   bí¡ci'.   tu   » i Hi   r   th.-   sc">wdt>wn  or   1 ens ion inn  operation. 

Thin  war   first   developed   lur   cold   r;i!'n   !>_,   II,'  Hrili.:ti   iron   ;<nd   -'tel   ¡it s.arch 

Association  some   ter  ><>arr   ago,   a*i 1   rupj<!ly   t.-ilwn  up   in   th>'  Inii.i'rt  States,   where  co li- 

ni'.! urab le  progress has  been  ¡mide   in  d»veloping   it  i«,r  hot  mills.        ,'. considerable 

uroiT't i.<r   information  h.a.- h "-n  provide1  i»y Go\ >aliments,   and   thi*   is  summarized  below« 

Austria 

Th**  Austrian Government   hu.i  provided   Ù« 'tailed   information  about  the  auto a» tie 

¿auíj«'   CCiiLroi   system Ui-el  ut   the  Vo<-ft  works. 

The Jove^ntneiit of   Italy hat:  pro v id« r\ very  complete descriptions of  the  "LjiBteet" 

urit.i  n>od   in  that country  to  'neusu»'" both  thickness  aad width of   strip.       The  prin- 

ciples  are baaed ou   ihv  use  oi  X-rnys   lor  thi-nt  -nrf   and of opt ical-ouoi-electronic 

B.tbodi  for widths meti?,jre;neTits. 

An earlier report   iron   !4>r.   says   that  Moid-roM m¿   mills   .1«   provided with 

automatic Raug«   control   actuate! i>y   «"'«/I'llr,  1 rem H U-ra>   thickness  gauge,   and  can a«t 

on t'.ui  «speed of  the  lust  uutnd arm  on  the   scicwn  oí   '.he  first  stand  to  régulât«  th« 

tension between  the stands  and   thtrjf'oro  th••>.  strip  thicrnesa.       Automatic  control 

devices are also used for  tension  contro!   during strip uncoiling and recoil inf. • 

There  is also automatic  control of Sendzimir cold pills. 

Japan 

Information en the  state of Automation at  the Japanese atrip ailla wa« r«p«ri«d 

by a team from the United Kingdom which visited Japan  in April  1963. 
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As far as oould be ascertained,  no hot-strip mill was operating with full 

automatic gauge control but both Fuji  Iron and Steel and  Sumitouo Metal  Industrie* 

were operating automatic control by speed on stand 6.       Host of the  strip mills 

were  semi-continuous and  considerable progress has been  made  in the application of 

punched-card or push-button programming of  reversing roughers. 

It was  evidont that the electrical manufacturers were sufficiently advanced 

with  the collection of operating data to  install  automatic gauge control  on new mills 

under  construction.       American-made  controls wore  sti) L  highly favoured since it was 

felt  that they had a significant lead iu "know-how". 

Data logging  equipment had been   installed at only  one hot-strip mill   - the 

80  in.   6-stand mill  of Sumitomo  Metal   Industries.       Cold reduction mills were fitted 

mainly with  conventional   automatic gauge  control   systems.       Closeness of  control  was 

comparable with  current performances   in the  United Kint<dom and  the  tail-end gauge 

problem was  less   severe only to   the  extent  that Japanese hot-mill  run-down was fairly 

satisfactory.       The 5-stand  cold-rtduction mill  at Chiba Works  (Kawasaki Steel 

Corporation)   had  a British  system of  automatic gauge control  which was being com- 

missioned during  the visit to   the works.       Altogether,   eighteen  installations of  AüC 

were   in operation  in Japanese  strip mills at the  time of the visit. 

Data logging appeared to have been installed only on the 6-stand mill at Yawata 

and the 4-stund mill at Amag&saki, though further work was going on prior to placing 

orders fcr other plants. 

Swedec 

Information from Sweden,   received early in the course of  the work of  the group 

of experts,   referred to  the automation of  the Steckel mills which are often used 

«tier«  the  throughput required does not justify the use of a continuous mult i stand mill. 

This describes  the equipment installed at Suraharomars Bruks A.b.      The speed of 

the mill's main drive motors,   as well as the speed of  the heated coilers,   the roller 

tables,  and  the end coiler are  automatically  co-ordinated.       The tension of the atrip 

during rolling is automatically  controlled;   starting and stopping of the strip at 

the different passes is also automatically controlled by a combination of photocells 

and air-operated units.       The mill  is equipped with automatic gauge control on the 

BISRA-Davy-United system working with constant holding of the distance between the 

«ark rolls.      A continuous radiation automatic thickness gauge feeds back impulses 

for correcting the automatic gauge control.      However,   the reduction of the separate 
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passe« i* regulated manually.      Automatic co-ordination of tao ape«d of roll«, 

coilers, and roller tables,  as well as automatic control of strip tension,  must be 

considered almost as a technical necessity.      The thickness tolerances are auch 

improved with automatic gauge control. 

The report says that automation of the Steckel mill coupled with that of the slab- 

bing sill of Surohaaaars Bruit«, J:.B.  mentioned in ehaptor V has inerpased productivity by 

25 per cent.       Investment costs are about 200,000 US dollars. 

A reversing cold mill  for stainless steel sheets (width up to 1,250 mm)  at the 

Aveata works is automatically controlled in the same way and with the same type of 

equipment as used  in the hot mill at Surahammara. 

Ukrainian SSR 

The report from this Government mentions an automatic speed regulator for the 

finishing train at the 111 ich works.       Speeds can be maintained within 1 per cent of 

the desired figure,  thus improving gauge and simplifying the work of the operators. 

Automatic gauge control will be  introduced at a number of strip mills during 1964. 

Research is  in progress on the possibility of using a computer to control the 

finishing train and of developing an over-all automation system for the entire mill. 

On one reversing cold-rolling mill new automatic tension and speed regulator systems 

(using analog elements)  and new automatic slow-down and reversing systems (using 

digital equipment)  are now functioning operationally at one mill,  where AGC will also 

be fitted.      The introduction of these  systems has increased mill output by 20 to 25 

per cent and improved the regularity of strip gauge. 

USSR 

The report from the USSR mentions the need for more accurate measurement of 

strip thickness and points out that the contact, pneumatic, and induction micrometers 

formerly used are no longer good enough.      The use of radioisotope devices which 

measure the thickness by absorption is recommended.      Using beta and gamma ray 

absorption the ITU-495 and the IMh-496 devices measure sheets of a thickness between 

0.03-0.8 and 0.05-1.0, respectiwely, with a margin of error of -1.5 per cent of the 

thickness measured.      For 0.4-3.0 am cold sheets the 1T-5250 is used with the same 

margin of error and a measuring time of 0.2 seconds.      For the measurement of the 

thickness of tinning the  ITP-476 is used for tinning of 0-5 microns, with a margin of 

error of + 0.1 micron.      Checking with this device  is rapid and accurate.       Tin 

consumption is consequently reduced. 
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(76) 
It it reported in the  literature that in a Leningrad steelworks automatic 

gauge control   is applied  to a four-high cold-rolling reversing mill.       This  measures 

strip  thickness as  the gap between  the  working rolls of   the mill,   using the   stand 

itself as the micrometer   in order to   eliminate time   lag   in measurement.       Correction 

of  the  system's  errors are  done  through a   system consisting of   tv»o  flying micrometers, 

an electronic potentiometer,   a pulse generator,   and an amplifying  integrating device. 

United Kingdom 

At least  six single-stand reversing cold mills  ranging in size from 9  in.   to 

48  in.   width  ar*1 operating  with automatic gauge  control.       niost of  these uso   thi 

BISRA gaugemtter   (a  system  in which  gauge  is  computed  from roll   force  and  screw 

setting)   to monitor gauge  and  initiate   corrective  action on the  mill   screws.       Other» 

use a flying micrometer  or an electromagnetic micrometer  to monitor gauge.        At 

least  four multi-stand tandem mills  are working with an  automatic gauge control  system. 

The  control   systems  differ  in each  case  as  they are  still   the   subject of development 

work.       The preferred arrangement appears  to be to  measure gauge at  stand  1   using 

a gaugemeter  at that  stand or an  X-ray  gauge following  it,   and   to use  the signal  to 

control the screws of stand 1.       In addition,   the gauge  is measured after the  last 

stand and this signal  is used to  control  the tension between the  last  two stands. 

This  interstand tension  is  automatically maintained within desired limits by  control 

of the  screws of  the  last or penultimate stand.       Another  system  in use employs a 

sampling servo  technique   in which  interstand tensions are automatically controlled 

at desired values by  control of  the  screws of  each  following stand and the  entry 

speed is automatically controlled according to the  strip gauge  leaving the   following 

stand.       The  time delay through the mill  is taken into account   in the design  of the 

sampling servo.       On at least one reversing cold-strip mill a  system of automatic 

reversal of the mill and  its reelers at the end of  each pass  is  in operation aud 

has resulted  in an increase of  10 per  cent in the mill  throughput over that  achieved 

with manual  control of reversal.       The  system is based on counting the  turns  on the 

reelers at each pass so that when uncoiling from one reel er a signal   can be  given to 

initiate deceleration of  the mill  automatically at just the right time to bring the 

•ill  to rest when there are  still one or two  laps on that reeler.      The improvement 

in throughput compared with a human operator is due to the man's tendency to start 

slowing the mill too soon for each reversal.      A description of the system used at 
(77) 

one 9-stand siili in the United Kingdom has been published.      ' 
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The Steel Company of Wales has ordered a digital  computer which will  be  connected 

directly to a 4-stand tandem mill  which it will   set up automattcally.       In addition 

it will   supervise the.   automatic gauge   control.        The  operator will  feed   in  the values 

of gaupe,   width and  quality of the  strip,   and   th»   computer  will   calculate  the  required 

tensions and  inductions  ao  caen stand. 

A start has al'ic   bet-n  mude on   the   morn  difficult  problem of hot-mill   automation. 

The compiate  programme  for   tht- Spencer Works  or  Richard Thor.os  and Baldwins  Ltd., 

referred to   in  chapter   II,   involve;;  of   ecu,-se   a   con-iderabl »;  drg/-e oí   hot-milJ   auto- 

nuition.       The   fc;\...a<   ji    lh.->  hot-strip mill   controller  will be  to  carry out  the  final 

rolling program,?." prepared   °y ^'u>  iinishing-ond   scheduler   itself  prepared  from reports 

from the   ingot  to  slab   controller.        The hot-mill   controller  will   report   back  the 

specifications of < ¡teh   coil   produced,   enablinp   th»    schidt.l<r  to  take corrective- 

action   if any coil  d-.-jmrts   from specification.        ¡\  recent r, port  s e y s  that  the auto- 

mated  crop  sh"iir at   tie    finishing   end  of the mill  has reduced  cropping   losses  by 
(7H) ahout onu halt. 

The Stee '•   Company  of   líales Ltd.   ure also   installing a  computet   to  control   thpir 

80 in.   hot-atrip mill. 

One of  the most   inter« sting developments   in  the  Unittd  Kingdom is  the  production 

of a mechanicrl   system of  automatic  gauge  control   (controlline roll  gap)    in  a hot 

mill,   insTeud   oí   rx^.iHi v «    • .•'¡ectronic   gear normally  regarded   ris  iiec.'ssniy. A  brief 

description  of   thi s   lyitnii  was publicized recently.   '    '       Signal«  from an  X-ray 

gauge  at  th.    exit end   ol   the mill   nr'.   fed into   M  mechanically op  rated  static   switch- 

in,, system occupying   ibout  one-seventh of  the   space  required by   the  computer   techniques. 

Th»; direction  ol   oaenhe  ol   each roll  gep  is stored   in  tht   logic   circuitry  of   the 

a/«.tic  snitching,  «hil«-   tho magnitude  of change   is  stored   in  the mov,merit of  a 

differential   unii  which,   after making   the  necessary  adjustments   to  bring   th     strip 

to  fee   corr»«ct  gauge,    automatically   return*   the   roll   gaps   to   their  initial   sittings 

ready for the  entry of  the-  ne\ts>lah In doing  so,   f.ccount  is  takou of roll  wear 

and other factors which normally need  calculation.       With the  equipment,   gauge is 

•uiintained within the  limits of two thousandths of an inch either way,   even in silicon 

steels. 

United States of America 

No inforsHition on the automation of wide-strip «ill» has been transmitted by the 

United State» Government,   no doubt because progress is well documented in the 

published literature.       That is claimed to be the world'» first computer controlled 

hot-strip mill has been operating at the Trenton,  Michigan,   works of the 
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«icLouth Steel Corporation since November  1962. Other American references  to 

automated hot-strip mills  are given at number»  (82)   to  (85)   in  the bibliography 

at  the end oí   the report.       Onu specific   installation mtntion.d  is  the 1   1J0 mi 

semi-continuous  hot-strip  mill at   the  Aliquippa works  noar Pittsburgh ihtrv  punched 
(Ht ) Cfirds are  used   to control   tht.  serowdown   and other mill   controls. Th«   80-m. 

hot-strip  mill   b'nig  built   by the Letuleheir Steel  Company  in   Indiana will   ht   con- 

trolled by  computer;   this  mill till   hr.vt  a number of  origlimi   control  features, 

miany cold  nulls   in the  Lui ted States art   fitted  with  automatic  gauge control. 

Information on  n data-logging system applied to   a co'd mill   has been published,       ' 

also a description of  an  installation  in Canada. 

It is   not  possible   in  this report  to  mention mort   than u  very   ft* of   tht' 

numerous  references  to  mill   automation   in the  literature but,   the   series  of papers 

given at  the   International  Seminar on Automatic Control  in th*   Iron and Steel   Industry, 

held at Brussels  in February,   1962,   includes a nuaber on mill  automation. 

Sheet and   strip processing,   coating and  finish inn 

The report  from the Austrian Government »entions   two examples  of automation  in 

this field.       Fully automatic control has been provided for  a  sheet-picking plant 

where twelve   transporters  move on  a  circular track on  which  they  htivt to   perform 

four prescribed  movements  -   i.e.,   there   are forty-eight commands.       Thes»   sre  per formed 

by means of a programme  control which not only actuates the  required movements  but 

also provides  for variable  pickling times. 

Another  interesting development  is  an automatic  sorter ut a  sheet shearing  line 

which detects  surface  defects and  errors   in gauge,   as  well as performing  automatic 

counting of sheets. 

A report from Italy refers to measurement and  control of  tempera tun ,   electrolyte 

concentration,   and current density  in electrolytic cleaning and electrolytic plating. 

Automatic  control and  line  speed,   looping arrangements and tension on reco 11er s are 

found in continuous pickling and annealing. 

According to the report from the United Kingdom,   finishing processe»  .such as 

•loetrolytic tinning lines,   cleaning lines, and strip galvanising lines,   are generally 

well instrumented as regards the main process parameters such  as  furnace   and  treatment 

bath temperatures,  line  speeds and  tensions,  coil  build-up,   currents fed   to  electro- 

lytic pickling,   cleaning,   plating and flow aelting stages.       Electroplating currents 

are automatically controlled according to line speed,   strip width and desired coating 

weight.    Flow melting current is also automatically controlled according to line speed, 



ar.i uhotoeills monitor the poi it ion on tk« strip «t «mien M 1 ting of the tin eoa tin« 

occurs.       Automatic on-line inspection devices arc commonly installo* to detect 

defecto  in tinplate  such as off-guage  (using B-ray gauges) and pin holes  (using 

photoelectric  techniques).       X~-ay   fluorescence  coating thickness gauges  are coming 

into use.       Smgl • sheet  classifiers arc  in operation which automatically deflect 

sheets  into  their appropriati   stacks at the end of the  line according to  the signals 

from the pin hole ¡md off-gaugt   doctors.       These employ oagnetic drua memory deTiees, 

aUhough a more recent development   is  the use of a shift rogister for the purpose. 

Methods of  in-line detection nf  tinplate  surface defects are under development,  using 

cloiel  circuit  tel.¡vision  combined   with optical   stopping of the moving  strip by 

«tr »loscopic   techniques.       On  strip-galvanising  lines a back scattering B-ray technique 

is used  to monitor,   in-line,   the  zinc coating weight.     Por sheet inspection lines,  an 

ultrasonic technique for in-line detection of laminations has recently been dersloped 

and will  soon be  in service.       On  recoiling at the  end of a strip-cleaning  or annealing 

line  it  is desirable to make  u coil   with smooth sides  so  that strip edges  are not 

damaged  in handling.       This  is now  being achieved  by an automatic control  on the coil or 

whicj moves  the  coiler along  its own axis according to a signal obtained from a device 

lining  the position of the strip   »dge.       Thus,   as  tfa« strip wanders  laterally due 

!'-> variations   in trucking,   the  coiler  spindle mores automatically to  follow  it. 

Advanced  forms of automation  are   installed  in the United States on some  continuous 

."maling lines   for  tinplate.       For   instance,  at  the Aliquippa works of  the Jones and 

LaLfeUin  Steel  Company,  an electronic  computer controls production end quality on a 

;»«'.» continuous  annealing line which  started operation  in I960.   ^ 

Some  electrolytic tinning lin.-s   in Japan are provided with data-logging  equipment 

oí   united  States manufacture. 

General  articles on automatic   inspection methods for surface quality and defects 

hav,   appeared   in the United Kingdom  *91'  and the United States.'92^   *93' 

Automatic  temperatura control   is an important feature of heat treatment furnaces 

aad programme  control by means ot a card cut in the appropriate way has been «ell 

kno*n for many years.      Automatic methods of atmosphere control are also reported. **^ 
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CtlaFTEB VU 

OTHER OHBUTIOKS  IN   IBÓN- AMD STbBL-MAKDUO 

Continuoua caating 

Continuous casting i» making  rapid process MS an   U ternati ve to primury  rolling. 

Successf.,1   operation of  a  continuous   casting plant at  high  rates 01   output  requires 

a cuMidtirubl« degree   >f  automation,   particularly   is  re^ardx   the   level   „l  the .netal   ut 

the  tuiidish  and mould.     In   the  r^. rt   t r -u.  the I'iiSR  it,   tS  stated   thai   the  level     f   ¡in tai 

in   tin.-   tundish   (intcn;i,-utat.j   ladle)   is   controller  by  cntiiiuuus   i> ttílnn« .i   the   :., tal    in 

th*   ladle.      In   v Utcr report  the I S ik  HV.S   full   details  rf   !«vicu* by which   if»,    lev-, 

of taltal   in   tU« mould   is measured   by   H.IISSMI,   i rum cacsiura 1 *7   • r t..bait   Ml,   absorption 

of which  is measur. I  at various  levels  and   used   to  control   the met d   11 . w. 

This   appears  siMilar  to   that   used   in   the   I'm ted  Kingdom,   wher.    A rue tiled   i,,r 

automatic  contr .1   of   the  l«vel   of  metal   in  the mould by »-radiât io«   rr.,m rteii«  117 

or cobalt  60   was  developed   ut   the   harrow  continuo tu.   cast m,»  j.l.utt    in   1 «)5M. 

Th.;   r«p..rt   ITin   Italy   gives   details   of   how automatic   'uttii.g • t   . »ntimiou* I y 

cast billets   invr   the  required   lengths   is  performed  at  the Torni Works.     Durili« descent 

the bill.-t«   speed   ifi   measured   by   contact   rollers  which  regulate   the  »peed of  dear «fit  of 

thi   oxy-acetylcne cutter. 

Forcing presses 

Automation of  these  is   referred  to   in  the  report  from the  United Kingdom.     The 

operation of  ,i  forging pr«»s   require»  the  use  of  »killed  labour   in arduous working 

conditions.     Thi»   is,  ,4 situation   in which automation can offer particular advantages, 

an. I   there huvi   been  . on* ìderabl e  advances   recently  in  forging ¡irons  entro!   technology. 

Remote position  control   enables  the   forging  tool   to  be precisely  positi, .m d at   each 

stroke   and   a  high rat.    „f   stroking   <      be   achieved.     The  nanipulator  «an  b.   similarly 

fitted  with  remoti   position  control   U   Ice-ate.   the workpiec,   in   i he pres.s.     With the*« 

faciliti*;»   the  operati, n of  the  press   tool   and  manipulator can  be  au toltati, ally 

controlled  and   co-ordinated  according  to  a predetermined pr ../ramme of  f .rgtng.     This 

has been d. ne   on an experimental press  at BISKA,   Shelf lei ri.     at  least   five production 

forge»  are  in  operation with  remote position  control  of the press  tool   «<   »„  1,,  control 

the penetration automatically.     One  of  the*«,   a  light f. rge   rerw.tJ>   instilled,   com- 

prising & press,  manipulator  and  furnace,   is  arranged »o that   the manipulator   is on a 

turntable  and   tlie pr«.«s and   furnace  are located  on extended  di.-ioietort.  ..f  the  turntable 
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and at 90     to each other.     By  thi» arrangement   the manipulator can  enter the workpiece 

into  the   furnace,  withdraw it,   and  then by rotating  through 90°  present the workpiece 

t(   the prfss.    Th.   turntable   md   fumici-       .r  ¡n     hot'» push-button   controlled.     The 

automatic   p. siti u cont r. I     n   thu press  t..,,l   ,», nuts   lutonatic planishing ut up  to  120 

stroke«  per minuto.     The   first    ins tal latini  comprising a remote position control 

controll*.i   press  am!  a  r.-m. t,-   controlla Manipulator,   sc allowing   one-man operation, 

will   be   commissioned   sonn, 

At   the  1,500  ton pn-ss of Henry  'iigpin L  Co.,   Hereford,  England,   one set of 

punched  cards automatically  operates both press   rind manipulator.      Automatic  control 

of a high-speed manipulator and   integrate,' 800-ton  press  is   f'ounr'   at   the  Ince Forge 

fork»  of Parks Forge Ltd. (V6) 
Programmed control   of   t 3,000 ton press  at  the wirk»  of 

A.   F inkle ft  Sons,   Chicago,   United  States,   has   been   reported*     '   and   at  Dusseldorf   in 

the Federal   Republic  of Germany,   a 630-ton up^ri   die   forging press   is   automatically 

controlled   from a desk by means  of a digital   measuring system.        ' 

As  mentioned   in Chapter V,   study of the programme control  of  heat  supply to 

reheating  furnaces for heavy  forging ingots  is  proceeding  in the Fedural Republic of 

Germany. 

Analysis,   testing and  inspection 

Although,  as far as   ia known,   chemical  analysis of ne tal  samples has not been 

automated   to the point where  samples are taken  and  analysed autoaa ti rally,  the analysis 

can be performed automatically once a suitable  saaple has been prepared by manual 

methods.     Methods of automatic  spectrum analysis  such as the "Quantometer" or "Quantowac' 

are now well known,     «n automatic method of conventional wet chemical   analysis has been 

used  in the United States  and  the United Kingdom.     Without supervision the system will 

sample  fir» solutions,   accurately proportion  reagents an«' mix thea  at  appropriate tiaes, 

heat then when required,   separate by analysis,   and   record automatically  a final measure- 

sent by any  suitable physical  technique such as  colour density. 

Analysis of the oxygen content of waste gases by paramagnetic methods has already 

been »rationed in Chapter IV, referring to the installation at the open hearth furnace 

plant, at Italsider's works. Another method of continuous oxygen analysis recommended 

by the British Iron and Steel Research Association compares the e.suf. of a r ere r s ibi e 

electrochemical cell in which the gas of unknown oxygen content in applied at oae 

electrode and a gas of known oxygen content at the other. 
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One of ih« newest analytical methods  is that developed by Plessey Nucleonics Ltd., 

in  the United Kingdom,   for automatically determining the oxygen rontunt  of metals.     Tbe 

sample   is  irradiated with neutrons which react with oxygen 16 to  give nitrogen 16; 

Measuring  the decay-activity  oí  this gives  a measure of  the  original  oxygen  content.99' 

Although many of  the  modern aethods  of  chenical   analysis  are nnt   in  themselves 

examples  of automation,   their speed and  simplicity will  be  of great help   in  advancing 

the  automation of the process  to which they  are  applied. 

Methods of automatically finding and marking defects  in bill.-ts have  been  reported 

from the United States.     At  the Chicago plant of  the Republic Steel Corporation,  an 

"electronic  inspector"  locates seams by  eddy  current and murks the position.100'    At 

the  Keystone Steel *  Wire Co.  Peoria,  billets  for rolling are automatically picked up 

ff  the  run-in roller table and magnetised.     Fluorescent magnetic particles are then 

applied which makes th« location of defects immediately visible when viewed   in suitable 

light.<101> 

o 
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ECOHOHIC *ND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF AUTOMATICS 

••iy little  information on the economic  effects  of automation has been pmvided 

*y Government».     The most  comprehensive comes   fr,>,n Hungary,   and  the tabic below 

»«•arise» the anticipated  gains  arising  f r, ra  the  quoits'   investment  expenditure    ,vor 

the years 1961-1980.     Th.- Government  of  Italy   states   that  an expend itun   ..f  31   million 

lire on the  equipment   f„r  waste  gas analysis  on    .pen-hearth  furnaces   (Chapter  IV) 

saves 75 million  lire  per  annum.     The maintenance   cost   is   14.6 nilli-n  lir. ,   *..   tin   net 

gain  is over 60 million   lire per  ami um.     As mentioned   m Chaut, r V,   the KSSR Government 

states that  control   by   computer of  shearing bilht»    .t   Magnitogorsk  has   i-duced   scrap 

by around 90 per cent  and   the  product i,.n of bill.ts     f  the  sp.nfied  lengths  has  ben 

increased by  15,000   tons   a year.     \  steelworks   in   the  Inited   Kingdom has  published 

information  showing  that   the   instrumentation   (including a  small   amount   -f  automatic 

control)   applied   to  a new heat-treatment   installation   has   earned  28  por  cent  p«r  annum 

on  the  capital   cost   of   the   instruments.110^ 

It   is   fairly   easy   f..r   individual   works   to   r.npuh    the  value  of   individual    instal- 

lation« - e.g.,   if  U>,,   installation   ,f lllrt,,m,t1r   damper  control  at an oPen-hearth 

furnace  reduces  the   infiltration  , f   .-.,1.1  air and   sav,s   a known number of  rallies  per 

ton   the  saving  is   known.      H,„v,r,   many   of  the  more   complex  systems  o<   automation   have 

been   installed  as  only   .„,,.   item  in  a pr^ramn,.      f   complete plant   reconstruction,   when 

it   is much more difficult   to   estimate  separately   th,    ,,, tn due   to  automation.     Many  of 

the  advantages  realize/   by   automation  are   „,   th,      ireetion   of   improved,  quality  which 

is not always  easy   to  measure   in   terms ol   o st  or profit. 

Some  guidai.ee   .,„   th.    econom.rs  , ,•  applying  .ut, mation   to   strip  »ills   can  bo  deduced 

fro.  the  fact   that   automation   .„.,„,,.  mak,    lt   „, KSlbu   t„  raointftln  qUfil lty  ;tt   hlgher  rftteg 

of output.     Where  the  attainment   of qu;Jlti   ,•,,,,„••,  ..„ manual   observation  or  control,   it 

is  inevitable  that   speeding up  output  may  1 end   ,,,   S( ,,e  .•,•, rior ,,, „,,   ln quallty>      As 

referred  to   in Chapter VT,   the Ukrainian 0. v rn,Mlt   rep. n s   that   the automation   of  a 

cold mill   ha.   increased,   output   by   20   to  25 per   cut   with   S, me  actual   improvement   of 

quality.     This would   seem ul so   to   be obtainable  at  hot-strip mills.     On  this basis  the 

improvement of a hot-strip mill   „utput   by 20 per  cent  would  reduce  capital   cost  per ton 

by about 1  US dollar and  operating cost,   allowing for extra maintenance by  about 0.5 

dollar, per ton.     The capital   cost  of applying the automation would probably b«  in th. 
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region of 3.5 dollari per annual ton and tau. the return on the investment would b. 
about*15 per cent.     ' 

Social aspects of autooation 

Since one of the objectives of automation is to  inprove labour productivity it 

»ould be expected that automation will lead to a reduced demand for labour unless 

total  production  is raised correspondingly with productivity.     This has  caused some 

concern, particularly in the United  States,  that  large  numbers of workmen will  become 

unemployed following automation.     One Amerxcan fina making automation  equipment  is 

reported to  have  set up a fund  to   study run,: alleviai«,  the effects of automation(l03) 

and  studies   in  this  field are  also  planned  in the  United  Kingdom. 

This aspect  of automation  has   received soae  s*(U,iy   in the repürt   frum  the Europuan 

Coal   and Steel  Community.     This   states that  if the   development of automation   is  earned 

out with care  and proper organization no hardship   should   be caused   in  an   ,xpar, ling 

industry.     Although unskilled  and   arduous  jobs are   diminished,   there   is  .an   increased 

n,ed   for skilled  workers,   and  the  ntV   for developing  such higher „kill*   i.s   emphasize. 

The  report  says   the  social   aspect   will  not be lost   sight  nf  m the programmo  „1 

research bein*  carried  out by  the  High Authority  oí   the  Community. 

A measure of  the extent  to   which mechanization   and  automation can  save   labour is 

quoted   m  the   report   fron Czechoslovakia,  where a   factory  for making wheel   cer.trts 

reduced   total   manpower  from   124   to   fourteen, 

So  far,   no   ropo-ts  have b,ell   received of serious   social  consequence   arising fror 

the  introduction  of  true  automation   in  the  i*0n and   steel   industry.      In  the  United 

Kingdom,   the  effort  of  true automation has been  to   improvo quality rather  than  to 

reduce ««power,   for  insta,,,,   the-   introduction of  automatic roof temperature   control 

in open-hearth  staolmaking fumac.s   ha« not resulte!   in  the release of memb« r,   of the 

furnace-  crew because   t„t.  rrow eun   ..evt t, moru tinu   t„   C(mtK)1  ^ ^   st(jülmaking>   ;¡Ug 

condition,   and   „„   „„,   lf   they   „„   rfclca8e..  yf Bilmt|j   mtehiug (jf th(j   roof>      ^   ^^ 

duction of automatic  sp.-ctrographic   analysis  m steelworks analytical   Uboralorie. ha, 

not 1^   to   the  reduction  m number  of  analytical   chemists  employed, which might  have 

b«en  expect*••.     What has happened   ls   thmi mmy raore  onalym ¡„ve been  carried   out, 

particularly  of slag»,   so that   ^proved  contro! of  the  stoelmaking process  has been 
achieved. 

(*)    These figures have been estimated, by the Rapporteur. 
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In ti» iron and steel  industry the biggest saving! io manpower coa« from plant 

design modification« such as  increasing the  size- of furnaces,  mills and handling 

equipment,   and  speeding up  output,   so that  each roan handles a greater weight of 

material   in  a given time.     Thus  it  is mechanization,   rather than true  automation, 

which has lee'   to  greatly  reduce.'   demand  for labour per ton of product.     Typical 

figures for  employment   in  the Uni tei'  Kingdom   in  a modern strip-mill  plant  are 1,000 

tons of hot-rolled   sheet per man/year  in a modern plant compared with 100  tons per 

man/year in  the old  hand-mill  process.     Cases  uf hardship caused by  the replacement 

of hand tinpla-te mills  in the United  Kingdom by modern continuous plants have been 

met by compensation   from a central   fund  financed  by  a small  levy on  es'h box of tin- 

plate sold.      In  the  countries  of  th».  European Coal   and  Steel Community,   any   adverse 

effect on  employment  mused  by   technicul   changos   such as automation   is  met by  re- 

adaptation  an-'   resettlement   grants  to which  the   central   funds of  the  High Authority 

and the Governments   concerne-'   contribute.      In   the  United  States,   fun.!.«   have  been 

allocated   for  research on  the  social  consequences  of  introducing a high degree of 

automation   in   industry. 

Since  1957,   the  International Labour Office  ha* been studying the  social  effects 

of automation.     Because  of  the   increasing complexity of these problems   and   the need 

for a better   understanding of  them,   the  ILO  has   just   inaugurated  0    iow  programme aimed 

at encouraging  research  and  providing  for  the  dissemination and   oxcheiie«.  . f knowledge 

acquired about   the  current  repercussions of  the new  techniques  and   their probable 

implications   for   »he   future. 

A meeting   in March 1964 represented a  first   step towards  international   exchange 

of the knowledge  gamed   from experience.     The purpose was  to work  out methods  for the 

study an^  collection  of   information about the  social   repercussions  of  automation and 

technical  progress   in general.     A  series of  conclusions and  récemment ations was  adopted 

concerning  the methods and  techniques which could  be  usee:  in studying  technical progress 

and its  implications. 

Another purpose of *his programme was the  establishment of an  international 

clearing-house of  information on the economic  and  social  consequences  • f automation and 

technical  progress.     This  is  still  at an early stage but has already published certain 

bibliographical  studios on 
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(a) the aaterial available in the ILO Library; 

(b) a review of recent Soviet literature on the social  a.pects of automation 
and technological  char.ge  in the USSR; 

(c) uther abstracts of article on the  social  aspects  of automation. 

The ILO has undertaken a certain number of project» concerning various  aspects 

of the  social   effects  of technical  development.     The subjects  dealt with include: 

effects  on occupational   safety,   vocotional   training of maintenance workers;   trends   m 

apprenticeship  xn  certain  countries  oí   Europe;   factors affecting the mobility  ,,f  the 

labour  force,   repercussion« on the  .structure  and  traminR  of  the labour forco  at blast 

furnaces,   steel  mill«  iU1,   nlling mxlls.   repercusslons on   tftfc  COBpoiition <if  the 

skilled  labour  force   in  the mechanical   engineering industry of the USSR and   so  on. 

Other research projects  are envisaged,   viz.   problems of automation  in tho developing 

countries;   effects  of automation on  the  system of remuneration;   and national  program, 

for the  solution of social problems arising from automation. 
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CHAPTBt  IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

Progress with automation in the iron and steel  industry is so rapid that 

preparation of a statement of the position at  any particular time  is difficult and 

the statement   is likely to be out-of-date  when  it   in published.     One  of the 

difficulties   arises   from the  fact  that   there   is  tv great volume  of published papers, 

and it   is  seldom clear whether information  given on automation  refers  to  equipment 

aiUially installed  end   ,.n operation or merely to  equipment   in  course  of manufacture, 

at the  drawing board   stage,  or is only present  as  an   idea  in the mind  of  the  author 

of the paper.     Even   in the  reports   received   iron the  various  countries   in  connexion 

wUh the  present   study,   this difficulty   is   sometimes   present. 

Automation equipment may be divided   into  three main  groups: 

v»)     The   signalling equipment  which  meusures  a condition  or  o  deviation  from a 

desired   condition,   ».g.   a  temperature,   pressor-   or  gang,   measurement .       The   <ignul   is 

commonly   in the  forai  ot   a  pressure   difference  or  an   electrical   potential; 

(b) The   computing equipment  which  receives   the   signal   and   translates   it   into 

instructions  to the   control   equipment.     This may  range   from a   simple mechanism,  which 

introduces the neceas»ry anticipatory or delay  reactions   in   the movements  needed  to 

control   E changing variable,  to   elaborate  computers   capable (i   integrating   instructions 

frern a number  of  signals; 

(c) The   control   equipment   *hich   t tike s   these   instructions   from  the   co.nputinp 

equipment  and  operates  valves or other mechanical   device;:  to   control   the plant. 

There   is   ample   equipment now available  for many of the  functions   (i>)   and   (c), 

although the  arduous  conditions  encountered   in  the  steel   i   dustry mean   that  measuring 

equipment  for  function   (a)   is not  available  to the degree  of  accuracy   and   robustness  for 

all the  cases   in whijh  a measurement   is  required.       Measurement  gf the  conditions 

inside  a blast-furnace  is  still very difficult,   and  automatic weighing of  raw materials 

and of  slag and metal  to  a degree accurate  enough  for automation purposes  still 

requires much  study.       Thar« is  still  a need  for equipment  for function  (e)   ir  some 

casas,   a.g.  opening  and closing tap holes  for metal  and slag.       Some of these 

problems are mentioned in tha report  from the USSR. 
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Another obstacle io the way of rapid progress in automation it uncertainty 

regarding the economics of tome  installations.        Many of the advantages realised 

by automation are  in the direction of   improved quality,  which  is not  always easy 

to r.easure  in terras of cost or profit. 

It  is  evident   from the report's  received that many countries have made significant 

advances in  automation technique».       It   is not possible,   or desirable,  to  say whether 

any countries have  a clear lead  in any particular field,  but there is no doubt that 

exchange of useful   advice  can take place.    Rapid progress  is likely to be made by 

both iron and  steel works engineers and by the manufacturers of  automation equipment 

under the compulsive demand for  increased productivity which exists  in  all  countries« 

It will be useful   for the  Steel  Committee to keep such progress under  review and to 

emphasise the importance of encouraging research and its application in this field* 

1 
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